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WEIRD NEWS

A
N
D

Dateline: Netherlands

A Dutch “positivity trainer” has filed a lawsuit

demanding that his age be officially recognized

as 20 years younger. According to BBC News,

Emile Ratelband, 69, wishes to have his

birthday year legally changed from 1949 to

1969. “We live in a time when you can change

your name and change your gender. Why can’t

I decide my own age?” he asked reporters.

Ratelband, who calls himself a “young god,”

believes he is discriminated against because of

his age, saying it keeps him from finding

employment and successfully attracting

women on the dating app Tinder. He told the

court that he feels 20 to 25 years younger than

his physical age. His success rate on a popular

dating app was also mentioned as a reason to

change his age. “When I’m on Tinder and it

says I’m 69, I don’t get an answer,” he said.

“When I’m 49, with the face I have, I will be

in a luxurious position.” On his website,

Ratelband calls himself an “entrepreneur in

personal development.” Court officials voiced

concerns over legal precedence and the lack of

a mechanism in place to change a person’s

birth date. Ratelband was unable to clarify

what would happen to the first 20 years of his

life. A judge asked, “Who were your parents

looking after then? Who was that little boy?”

A local court in the city of Arnhem is

expected to rule on the case this month. 

Dateline: America

The Satanic Temple is suing Netflix and

Warner Bros. over a statue used in “The

Chilling Adventures of Sabrina” over

similarities with the groups own idol which

they say have caused some viewers to misalign

Satanists with the “evil antagonists” depicted

in the series. The villains of the horror show

commit acts of cannibalism, murder and

torture in the name of the Christian Satan.

But Temple co-founder Lucien Greaves says

these are hurtful stereotypes of Satanists, a

group he says believes that undue suffering is

bad and “does not promote evil.” According to

CNBC, he accused the show of normalizing

the characterization of the Satanic Temple as

“a patriarchal, cannibalistic cult.” The statue

in question depicts Baphomet, an androgynous

figure with both human and goat features.

According to the suit, the statue shown in the

series is too similar to one the group attempted

to erect at the Oklahoma State Capitol in

2014. The real statue—created in protest

against a similar monument to the Ten

Commandments already on the capitol

grounds—currently resides in Detroit. Neither

Netflix or Warner Bros. have commented

publicly on the lawsuit.

Dateline: Switzerland 

Researchers are playing music to cheese to

see if it will taste better. Phys.org reports

Swiss cheesemaker Beat Wampfler is working

with the University of the Arts in Bern to

test whether Emmental, a famous cheese

from the region, is affected by being exposed

to different kinds of music. The project,

titled “Sonic cheese: experience between

sound and gastronomy,” began in September

when nine wooden crates, each loaded with

a wheel of Emmental, were set up in

Wampfler’s cheese cellar. Speakers were

installed under the crates, each playing a

different type of music. Wampfler told

reporters that he believes that “Sounds,

ultrasounds or music can … have physical

effects” on the cheese by altering the way

bacteria influences its flavor. The music

director Michael Harenberg said university

staff were initially skeptical about the idea,

but changed their minds after discovering

the field of sonochemistry, which studies the

effects of sound waves on physical bodies.

Among the music being played for the

cheeses are songs by Tribe Called Quest,

Mozart and Led Zeppelin. Wampfler told

reporters that he hopes the hip-hop cheese

will be the best, but won’t have results until

the cheese is ripe next spring.

Dateline: Florida

A surgeon allegedly mistook a woman’s

healthy kidney for a tumor and removed it.

According to WFTV-9 in Orlando, Maureen

Pacheco recently settled a malpractice

lawsuit launched against Dr. Ramon Vazquez

alleging that the surgeon mistakenly

removed her fully-functioning kidney during

a 2016 spinal surgery. Pacheco went to the

doctor complaining of back pain following a

car crash and was scheduled to undergo

anterior lumbar interbody fusion surgery in

April 2016. According an administrative

complaint filed by Florida Department of

Health officials, Vasquez—a general surgeon

in charge of opening the patient up and

giving the treating physician access to the

site—allegedly “noted a pelvic mass and

provided a presumptive diagnosis” of a

cancerous tumor. The “pelvic mass was

clipped, transected and removed in its

entirety,” according to the documents. Days

later, a hospital pathologist found that the

“mass” was actually a “pelvic kidney,” which

occurs when a person’s kidney fails to travel

away from the pelvis in utero. Pacheco’s

lawyers maintained that the surgeon should

have been aware of her condition, as MRI

images had been taken of her spine and

showed the kidney’s location. Vazquez also

failed to biopsy the mass before removing it.

The case was settled last month, but details

were not disclosed. Vazquez’ privileges were

revoked immediately after the incident and

hospital officials say steps were taken to

avoid similar incidents in the future. a

Compiled by Joshua Lee. Email your weird news to

josh@alibi.com.
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Lujan Grisham Meets With Martinez
Governor Susana Martinez and governor-elect
Michelle Lujan Grisham made a joint public
appearance last week to announce that the next
governor’s transition into office is going
smoothly.

According to NM Political Report, both Lujan
Grisham and Martinez spoke to reporters after
meeting behind closed doors. The private
discussion reportedly went long, causing them to
be an hour late to the press gathering. When they
finally arrived, they highlighted the significance
of Martinez being the first female governor in the
state and the first Latina governor in the US. “It
is a momentous day when two Latina women are
able to stand together, having been elected to
the highest office of this wonderful state,” said
Martinez.

Although they did not share details about
what was discussed during the private meeting,
Lujan Grisham said the two were taking the
opportunity to show the rest of the country how
smoothly a transition can go.

Reporters asked the governor-elect what
approach she will take in regards to the migrant
caravan that is nearing the US-Mexico border.
She said she wants to ensure that the state
productively “navigates” granting asylum to
women and children in the caravan and will
consider the necessity of having troops stationed
at the border. 

Lujan Grisham will be sworn in on Jan. 1.

State Land Office Settles Trespassing

Claim
A Texas-based oil company has been ordered to
pay the New Mexico State Land Office $3.2
million for trespassing. 

Last week State Land Commissioner Aubrey
Dunn announced the settlement of a civil
trespass claim leveled against Houston-based
Salt Creek Midstream, LLC. According to the suit,
the company engaged in significant construction
on trust lands in Lea County without permission
from the SLO. The offense was discovered in
September by SLO district resource managers
when they came across ground disturbance on
trust lands. A criminal complaint was filed by the
Lea County Sheriff and District Attorney.

According to the Santa Fe New Mexican, Salt
Creek Midstream said it conducted its own
investigation once it was notified and learned
that a contractor had made a mistake. The
company has been ordered to pay $3.2 million
and reclaim all disturbed and yet-to-be-disturbed
areas. It will also be responsible for providing a
reclamation bond of $250,000.

PED Proposes School Grading Changes
A new set of rules is being discussed by the New
Mexico Public Education Department that would
align state laws with the Every Child Succeeds
Act and limit the number of schools that could opt
out of the department’s grading system.

The Albuquerque Journal reports that if the
new rules are incorporated, it would be the first
time schools are bound by regulations that codify
ESSA requirements. PED secretary-designate
Christopher Ruszkowski says the proposed rules
would make school evaluations uniform across
the state. The rules will also require PED to host
a teacher summit and implement educator
mentorship programs.

A public hearing concerning the changes is
scheduled for Monday, Dec. 3 at Mabry Hall in
Santa Fe. If approved, the rule will go into effect
Dec. 31. a

NEWS CITY BY JOSHUA LEENEWS | LOCAL EYE

Notes on a Neighborhood
Up and down with Nob Hill

BY JOHN SCARIANO

F
ifteen years ago, my best friend visiting
Albuquerque for the first time was quickly
swayed by Nob Hill. The tight interlacing

of the residential and commercial was
reminiscent, I guessed, of the vibrant and
variegated slice of his native Chicago that
triangulates from North Clark Street west to
Damen Avenue.

No strip or megamalls, not a Downtown or
Old Town vibe, it was a signature
neighborhood to him. And the neighborhood
had a character like no other; an amalgam of
taverns, restaurants as well as uncommon
clothing, bling and toy shops mixed in with
the utilitarian (cleaners, haircuts, pet
grooming)—and best in his view, retail stores
filled with used and vintage vinyl. “This is
really cool,” he remarked, regarding the
section of Central that seemed to lay under a
funky and contiguous sun-splashed
Southwestern banner. 

I’ve been riding my bike or strolling
through Nob Hill more than once a week
since that time; it’s still a favorite to find a
unique birthday or holiday gift, or show off to
first time visitors. Last summer; however, after
most of the ART construction was finished,
noting the departure of Beeps, Larry’s Hats,
Hey Jhonny and the appearance, one by one,
of nine other empty and locked storefronts
within a two block area, I sensed what has now
become obvious to many who work in the
district.

Restaurants that were consistently full at
lunchtime seemed curiously vacant, even
during weekends. Wondering what kind of
long lasting impact the ART project may have
had, I grabbed my notebook and sought to
take the pulse of as many of the open
businesses along Central—from Girard to
Carlisle, new and old—that I could. Without
preconceptions but systematically, I hoped to
find that all were doing well, and that I didn’t
have much of a story to tell Alibi readers.

As was well known by the time ART
construction began, nearly every concern
verified drastic losses during said construction
phase: Some merchants reported injury to the
tune of 40 to 60 percent of their gross receipts.
One owner recorded $400,000 in diminished
revenue during the worst of it. “By the skin of
our teeth,” was how a dance studio survived; a
few others made it through the thicket because
of transfusions from partner operations.

But, what gives now, since the worst is
over—including a 2016 fire that burned out
the inside of The Carlisle apartment project
after all of the discarded nails from that project
ironically caused an epidemic of flat tires for
area Uber and Lyft drivers?

Are folks coming back in the same kind of
numbers as those characteristic of the pre-
ART days? The consensus among managers
and owners in the area is to report a slight
uptick in foot traffic, yet not nearly to levels
seen before the implementation of the transit
project.

A handful of the most optimistic noted
that business was “great.” Kenny, longtime
proprietor of Masks y Mas experienced the
best October his shop has seen in 10 years.
Like many of the destination-shops benefitting
from October, Balloon Fiesta and tourism in
general, a loyal retinue of customers with a
strong sense of—and obligation to—the
community, has proven to be a pivotal factor. 

Duane, the manager of Yanni’s says the
business was lucky enough to have three
parking lots behind the restaurant, as access
seems to have made a critical difference.

But the majority of vendors chronicled for
this briefing indicate that business is still not
what it used to be. Confusing street markings,
new U-turn lanes, the inability to turn from or
across Central along several stretches,
increased accidents, vandalism and tripled
parking fines are being blamed for the
supposition that some city folks are “giving up”
on Nob Hill due to the frustrations involved in
navigating Central Avenue. For some, business
is “stagnant,” as an owner of a favorite
restaurant and bar reported to me. 

Jamo works in one of the oldest brew pubs
in town, an epicenter of Nob Hill that once
was full with students and faculty from two of
our learning centers, flowing from lunch into
the late afternoon. He currently operates with
1 to 4 people working the day shift, down from
the usual 5 to 10. “When it does get busy, I
can’t accommodate with one waitperson.”
Only three tables were occupied at 12:30pm
on a cold and gloomy Halloween afternoon
when I checked in for lunch.

What solutions might alleviate the
stagnation?

“I never opposed ART,” Janiece, working
in a jewelry store, told me. A cheerful
salesperson, she believes in the power of
optimism. “The idea was to get tourists here
and people from Downtown. Get the buses
back and people will come.”

The most enlightening discussion I had was
with Joe of Astro-Zombies, voted the number
one comic and toy shop in Albuquerque for
the last 16 years. With 19 years of established
customer loyalty, he likewise has noted the
ubiquitous decline, but also a perceptible and
slow swing back to better days and more
customers.

Astro-Zombies organizes a sleeping bag
drive that takes place every Christmas Eve;
customers and friends buy hundreds of new,
adult, cold-weather rated sleeping bags to give
to those with no other place to spend the
night but along—or hidden from—
Albuquerque’s cold streets. A pool of prizes is
offered that may be drawn from the
contributors.

Merchants such as Joe and others who
thank the community at large for their
survival—along with organizations like new
city-supported Block By Block clean up crews
providing hospitality, cleanliness and some
forms of safety—remind me that Nob Hill
transcends an ordinary commercial zone.

What makes it shine—whether it’s home or
a new destination for first-timers—is that it
may be one of the last vestiges of what true
neighborhood means. The nails are swept and
gone, people are friendly as ever up and down
the street. If you haven’t been in a while, don’t
take my word for it, come back to Nob Hill
and check it out for yourself.  a

John Scariano is a long-time local writer and

member of the faculty at the UNM Department of

Medicine.

Nob Hill in Albuquerque CAMERAFIEND
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iteration of Labor Day. We started with local

and statewide races and proceeded upwards

from there, ultimately urging our readers to

embrace the Democratic platform. In that

coverage we chose specific races that

represented the progressive values and

matched cultural themes with which our

editorial board was comfortable.

It’s very interesting to note that all of the

candidates chosen in this manner won their

races, and so contributed to the blue wave that

passed through the Land of Enchantment last

week.

Melanie Stansbury won her race to unseat

longtime Republican Jimmie Hall in District

28. Even looked at as a singular notch in the

win column, Stansbury’s election signifies a

changing of the guard. Hall had been in situ

since 2004 and had run unopposed for the seat

at the roundhouse for the past three elections.

Hall last faced an opponent in 2010! It’s clear

from Stansbury’s ground game and sense of

optimistic, not-necessarily partisan

progressivism that her political star is on the

rise.

In District 20 meanwhile, Abbas Akhil

remains in the lead and is prepared to lead.

With the race set to be certified in the coming

week, Akhil, a 40-year resident and retired

scientist from Sandia Labs has a slight edge

over incumbent Jim Dines, another hoary

elephant in a once for certain part of Burque’s

elephant territory.

Weekly Alibi met Abbas at a District 1

Congressional Debate this year, before the

primaries. We were impressed with his upbeat

tone, informed perspective and ability to speak

to the needs and priorities this city and state

must examine and enact to move forward.

This newspaper was early and affirmative in its

NEWS | EDITORIAL

BY AUGUST MARCH

T
ake a look at N.M.’s political map. It’s

totally blue, dudes.

The sense of pride and accomplishment

here belongs to the state’s citizens, who all

around have indicated they’ve had enough of

Trumpism and all its ill-advised and even more

ill implementation. Recall while decoding that

last sentence that this column is about la

politica; we’ve dispensed with the cool irony of

the music section to tell readers the way it

really is.

In this case, the Trump administration is an

illness that must be checked by the cleansing

powers of an empowered electorate. In this

case the newly appointed, soon to be sworn in

Democratic majority in the US House of

Representatives should provide a potent

curative.

The election of Michelle Lujan Grisham

to the office of governor of the state of New

Mexico as well as the election of Deb Haaland

to the District 1 US House seat are more than

just symbolic victories. They really do

represent a new and vibrant voice in New

Mexican politics.

The Second District
The situation in the Second US Congressional

District of the state of New Mexico continues

to clarify. The Doña Ana County Canvassing

Board met Tuesday and confirmed and

certified results that clearly show Democrat

Xochitl Torres Small to be the winner. As of

today, unofficial results from the southern

county show Torres Small with 100,570 votes

and the Republican Herrell with but 97,031 in

her camp.

That undisputed fact hasn’t kept Herrell

from doing the right thing and conceding. Or

has it? The state representative from down

south went on teevee this past weekend to

vaguely remind Fox News viewers that she was

concerned about “voter integrity and restoring

voter confidence. … We want to make sure if

there are problems, we fix them.” Respectfully,

Ms. Herrell, the problem that needs to be fixed

here is your attention to civility. Torres Small

clearly won the race, the results will be

certified today.

Yet your campaign continues a doctrine of

radio silence and therefore, denial. Reliance

on the forms of your Trumpian handlers to

perpetuate the illusion of victory only

strengthens the resolve of the Democratic

reformers who actually did triumph.

N.M. House in the House
Weekly Alibi started this election cycle

coverage thingy in earnest after this year’s

position was ripe for taking by a board which

was beginning to incline itself to the left

anyway.

Though that propensity had been smashed

down into partisan atoms when Steven

Michael Quezada, a Democrat (!) voted

against putting the Democracy Dollars

initiative on the November ballot, progressive

forces truly believed that electing another

donkey to the County Commissioners club

would keep a progressive agenda—that

included an end to the Santolina

development—on track.

The answer to this quandry came in the

form of a candidate named Charlene Pyskoty.

Pyskoty was another Dem this paper

interviewed post-Labor Day, to get the pulse of

the Party and to set the stage for the

proposition that progressive and centrist

Democrats, particularly women and people of

color, were the best way to go after our state’s

porvenir.

The Auditor
After talking to Brian Colón on multiple

occasions over the past few years, it became

clear that this man’s intelligence, business,

legal and political acumen as well as the dude’s

resounding optimism should indeed lead to

elected office. Colón called Weekly Alibi about

a week before our election issue came out, just

to check in. We both joked that he should

dress up in a Halloween costume so we could

put him on the cover of that issue. But we

both knew the truth and it was serious. Colón

represents a bounty of experience, education

and information.

To forsake that opportunity in favor of

Wayne Johnson would have been a big step

back for this state—one that we will

thankfully never have to take. Welcome

aboard, captain!

The Senate and Beyond
Of course Martin Heinrich won. The dude

rocks. Check out his demeanor, diligence,

dutiful patriotism and awesome ability as a

senator in some of the recordings made of

debates and meetings where Heinrich was

present. 

No, we’re not aggrieved about our portrayal

of elder statesman Gary Johnson. We don’t

have it wrong about Libertarianism, either.

Let’s stay focused folks, not get distracted by

imaginary kingdoms and the royalty of yore.

And all of that—from the first name on

this list to the last—points out the fact that

this election, newly born, was just the first

episode in a vasty mini-series designed to

restore our republic. That will come to a

conclusion in 2020 and it will be to your

liking, we propose, but only if you vote. a

endorsement of Abbas and we look forward to

working with the man when he heads to Santa

Fe. Akhil Abbas will be the first member of

the Muslim faith to serve on New Mexico’s

Legislature.

Monica Youngblood, the Republican rising

star in N.M. House District 68, was convicted

of aggravated DWI this past summer. Given

the lack of an ethical backbone in the

embodiments of her party chiefs—and their

subsequent acceptance by elephant lovers

countrywide—GOP strategists obviously

thought she could skate. Wrong, oh tusked

ones, wrong. Youngblood and her entire

political career were squashed on election

night by Karen Bash a progressive,

septuagenarian minister with no political

experience whatsoever. Damn straight and as

it should be.

BernCo
The Benalillo County Board of

Commissioners, made up of five elected

members, is an often undervalued but truly

estimable and mighty policy-making group

that meets as often as the City Council,

handles similar matters for unincorporated

parts of the county and generally provides

governance, a sounding board and locus of

civic discussion regarding issues as diverse as

the county’s status as a place of sanctuary and

the county’s position on future urban

development and consequent water use.

Though the board has swung both left and

right over the years, the recent upgrade of

notorious right-winger Wayne Johnson to the

position of state auditor (which he lost to

Brian Colón last week) and the subsequent

appointment of one of La Tejana’s favoritos,

James Smith to the seat, meant that the

In the News
Riding the blue aftermath of voting actions, part one

La politica en Nuevo Mexico desde 2018 COREY YAZZIE
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OPEN EVERYDAY!

MON-SAT 10-5:30
SUN 11-5

(505) 474-9326
cerrillosstation.com

15B First Street,
Cerrillos, NM 87010

Local Crafts, Jewelry, Fabulous Handbags, 
Antiques, Fine Art, Southwestern Pottery, 

Hopi Katchinas and Home Goods
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EVENT |PREVIEWS

EVENT HORIZON WEEK OF NOVEMBER 15-21

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 16

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 17

THE DESCENT OF PUNK: THIS AGE OR THAT

Now, on the other hand—and as opposed to your parent’s music which you claim to have no knowledge of
whatsoever—you probably have heard of the Descendents. The quartet from the beautiful yet threatening beach
is ripping it up at Sunshine Theater on Friday, Nov. 16 at 8pm. The band claims rights to a lineage of punk rock
from the OC and surrounding area that pretty much branched off from hardcore units in the early ’90s to
produce a more pop-flavored, personally emotional form of the genre. Their brand of music heavily influenced
monstrosities like Jimmy Eat World and Blink-182 as well as perhaps birthing the ultimate in abysmal entities, a
thing we’ll call emo for the sake of convenience. But before they did profound damage to millions of Californios
and as-of-then unborn potential rockers, they did produce some pretty epic songs. Besides that, their front man,
Milo Auckerman and his compadres, Bill Stevenson, Karl Alvarez and Stephen Egerton are probably responsible
for thousands of totally sick skateboarding injuries over the years due to turned out tuneage like “Myage,” “I’m
Not a Loser,” “Cameage,” “Uranus” and my all time favorite, “Clean Sheets.” Just 27 bones gets you in to this 13+
gig. Fuck it dude, life’s a risk. SUNSHINE THEATER 120 CENTRAL AVE SW, 8PM alibi.com/v/63n5. (August March) a

RIDING THE BIG, TIN GOOSE

There’s something so incredibly
romantic about the dawn of
commercial travel: the idea of
riding a passenger train with
tweed luggage, a hat box and
formal dress or the notion of
getting on one of the first
commercial airplanes and being
treated like royalty by well-
dressed stewardesses. That
dream comes alive at the
Double Eagle II Airport with
the ability to Fly the Ford Tri-
Motor. Viewing the marvel of
modern travel is absolutely
free. However, this is a fundraiser
for the EAA Chapter 179’s
aviation scholarship fund. So
why not book a flight? Single
tickets are $70 in advance,
$75 for walk-ups and $50 for
youth. Experience what was
referred to upon its 1928 debut as the “Tin Goose” on Thursday, Nov. 15 from 2 to 5pm or Friday through
Sunday, Nov. 16 to 18 from 9am to 5pm. In addition to rides on the first Transatlantic Air Transport, or TAT, learn
the history of the airliner, see displays, pick up a book and have it signed and enjoy free lunch and refreshments
from Susie Reimer. If this isn’t the coolest fundraiser of the year, we don’t know what is. DOUBLE EAGLE II AIRPORT

7401 PASEO DEL VOLCAN NW, 9AM TO 5PM alibi.com/v/63ag. (Mayo Lua de Frenchie) a

MEET YOUR MUSIC COMMUNITY

Outpost Performance Space is hosting a
CD/Vinyl/Music Book Fair to benefit
and augment its operational budget and
performance potential this coming weekend,
on Saturday, Nov. 17, as a matter of fact,
from 10am until 3pm. The organizers of
the event at our city’s default home for
jazz and art music just happen to be a
giant and one of those who just happens
to stand upon their shoulders. Tom Dodson,
a noted local music educator and historian,
record collector and former Dean of the
UNM College of Fine Arts (we recall when

he let HH Dalai Lama number 14 sit at his desk to peruse the ABQ Tribune back in ‘89) hosts the event with
Mark Weber, un puro Burqueño tubist and architect who is known to be one of the most prolific and innovative
musical experimenters in BernCo. Between the two of them, you can almost guarantee there are going to be
some very fab finds at this free and totally, fabulously fun event. Patrons of the arts can also donate musical
media to the Outpost for sale at this event, earning a $5 voucher in the process. Do go: because who doesn’t
want to shop for mind-blowing musical stuff in a magical, musical place surrounded by astonishingly bright and
conversant local musicians! OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE 210 YALE BLVD SE, 10AM alibi.com/v/6184. (August March) a

SHOW YOUR COLORS

Their mouths are small, but their eyes are big.
Let your fandom freak flag fly at the sixth annual
Con-Jikan festival this Saturday and Sunday,
Nov. 17 and 18, from 10am to 6pm at the
Ramada Midtown Hotel. Join an army of nerds
to celebrate the world of manga, anime and
video and tabletop gaming with panel discussions,
a trip to the Cosplay Café and special guests
Michele Knotz and James Carter Cathcart (the
voices of Pokémon’s Team Rocket). Tickets start
at $15 for kids and $30 for adults. RAMADA

ALBUQUERQUE HOTEL AND CONVENTION CENTER 10300

HOTEL NE, 10AM alibi.com/v/64gm. (Joshua Lee) a

DOUGHNUT/DONUT: THE GREY/GRAY OF THE FOOD WORLD

Have you ever wanted to make your own
doughnuts, but been (understandably)
intimidated by the huge vats of boiling oil
involved? The folks at The Specialty Shop
want to ease your fears. Head there this
Saturday, Nov. 17, for their doughnut/donut
masterclass, where students learn how to
make the old fashioned fried doughnuts as
well as biscuit donuts, cake donuts and
jelly-filled doughnuts. There are two classes:
one from 10:30am to 12:30pm, and another
from 2 to 4pm. Don’t worry, there are plenty
of samples to fill up on during and after. The
class costs $25 per person, and you can
make your reservation by calling 266-1212.
THE SPECIALTY SHOP 5823 LOMAS BLVD NE, 10:30AM

TO 4PM alibi.com/v/64og. (Robin Babb) a

THE BIRB-REAKFAST CLUB 

Good morning, sunshine! Time to
put on the coffee and slap some
bacon and eggs in a pan. You know
what could spice up this morning
routine? Other than literal spices?
Birds! Put that turkey bacon down,
we’re talking about the local bird
population at Valle de Oro National
Wildlife Refuge. This Saturday Nov.
17, Friends of the refuge are hosting
Birds and Breakfast from 8 to
11am. Enjoy a catered lunch in the
refuge education portable (nostalgic!)
before heading out to do some bird
watching in the bosque. Only have
lame human eyes that can’t see
very far and limited knowledge? No
worries, binoculars and field guides
are provided at no extra charge to
this already free and all ages event.
VALLE DE ORO NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE

7851 SECOND STREET SW, 8 TO 11AM

alibi.com/v/64of. (Valerie Serna) a

IMAGE COURTESY OF EPITAPH RECORDS

IMAGE COURTESY OF OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE
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CALENDAR
THURSDAY NOV 15
KIDS
CABELA’S Santa’s Wonderland featuring Photos with Santa.
Families are invited to enjoy this enchanting Christmas village
offering free, 4x6 studio-quality photos with Santa and holiday
activities including fun crafts and games. 5151 Lang Ave NE.
5-8pm. alibi.com/v/649l.

TAYLOR RANCH LIBRARY Pajama Storytime. Put on pajamas,
grab a teddy bear, and enjoy stories, rhymes and songs. 5700
Bogart St NW. 6:30-8:30pm. 897-8816. alibi.com/v/63cr.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE MENNONITE CHURCH Twilight: A Time to Pause.
Hear a panel discussion on community reflections in a time of
climate change with music from Eileen and the In-Betweens as
well as food and an awards ceremony. 1300 Girard Blvd NE.
ALL-AGES! 266-6966. alibi.com/v/64bf.

CNM STEMULUS CENTER Deep Dive Coding Information Session.
In the digital media bootcamp, learn the fundamental skills of
deigital media design and production to build a career in digital
animation, game design and more. 20 First Plaza Center NW.
5:30-7:30pm. 18+. 224-5275. alibi.com/v/641i.

DE SOTO AND COMPANY Eubank Women’s Symposium. In a
comfortable and non-threatening environment, experts present
information on the topics of physical and emotional health and
financial wellness. Reservations recommended. 4113 Eubank
Blvd NE. 6pm. 21+. 506-0612. alibi.com/v/63e1.

HUB INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE SRVRS Speed Networking
Extravaganza. Speed networking allows us to learn about each
other’s businesses. Sample questions are available to help break
the ice. Navigate and network. 7770 Jefferson St NE.
11:30am-1pm. 18+. 828-4102. alibi.com/v/63y3.

LEARNINGRX Educational Open House. Executive Director Kristen
Dickey conducts a half-hour presentation explaining the learning
process and how the unique brain training gets at the root of
learning struggles. RSVP requested. 7900 San Pedro Dr NE.
6-7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 856-1596. alibi.com/v/6422.

FRIDAY NOV 16
!EXPLORA! Adult Night. Enjoy an interactive music experience
with Daveed Korup on the playground, exhibit exploration and
activities around the theme “InterARTive: Get Creative” with food
and coffee for purchase. 1701 Mountain Rd NW. $0-$8.
6:30-10pm. 18+. 224-8300. alibi.com/v/64fo.

HYATT REGENCY DOWNTOWN 2018 Heroes Banquet. This year’s
event honors those in the community who go above and beyond
their duty to make N.M. a better place for people to work and
live. 330 Tijeras Ave NW. $55-$75. 6-9pm. ALL-AGES! 836-4223.
alibi.com/v/5yv5.

KIMO THEATRE Creative Bravos Awards. These awards are dedi-
cated to recognizing and honoring work that makes a significant
impact on the lives of residents, neighborhoods and communities
and celebrate creative work in the city. 423 Central Ave NW.
6:30-8pm. 768-3544. alibi.com/v/63mz.

PENNYSMITHS PAPER Elegant Autumn Evening. Celebrate the
season with friends and neighbors at the annual autumn event.
Sample the hospitality of the shops at Flying Star Plaza and
enjoy the festivities as well as shopping specials. 4022 Rio
Grande Blvd NW. 5-8pm. ALL-AGES! 345-2353. alibi.com/v/63xl.

KIDS
ABQ BIOPARK AQUARIUM Aquarium Overnight. Learn about
ocean species and their fascinating nighttime behaviors. 2601
Central Ave NW. 6:30pm-8am. 768-2000. alibi.com/v/63my.

CABELA’S Santa’s Wonderland featuring Photos with Santa.
5151 Lang Ave NE. 5-8pm. See 11/15 listing.

LEARN
FATPIPE Tech Update. Learn more about the technology industry
in N.M. 200 Broadway Blvd NE. 1-2pm. 227-8802.
alibi.com/v/64ga.

SELF SERVE Touch Me, Tease Me: Sensation Play and Body
Mapping. Learn to create a pleasure map of the body, experiment
with different types of sensation and explore how sensation in
one area of the body impacts the sensation of other areas. 3904
Central Ave SE. $20. 8:30pm. 18+. 265-5815. alibi.com/v/64gl.

UNM ZIMMERMAN LIBRARY Beyond Banditry: Everyday Larceny
in Territorial N.M. Michael J. Alarid is a scholar of the Latino expe-

rience in the Southwest and offers a lecture examining the
dynamics of crime in N.M. and regional sociopolitical power
structures. 1900 Roma Ave NE. 5:30-7pm. 925-9554.
alibi.com/v/5ykt.

SATURDAY NOV 17
ACE LEADERSHIP CHARTER SCHOOL Pop-Up Playground. Get
together and build a playground beyond imagination with
completely recycled materials. All ages are welcome and are
encouraged to bring family and friends. 1240 Bellamah Ave NW.
10am-2pm. ALL-AGES! 242-4733. alibi.com/v/641l.

ALBUQUERQUE CONVENTION CENTER Real ID Legal Fair. Get
answers to questions about the requirements for the Real ID
process. This is a first come, first served event with bilingual attor-
neys on-site. 401 Second Street NW. 10am-2pm. 768-4575.
alibi.com/v/641h.

CHERRY HILLS LIBRARY Duke City Paranormal Research Society.
Delve into the world of unknown and search for answers using
current technology and equipment.  Learn what it takes to be a
paranormal investigator. 6901 Barstow St NE. 1-3pm. ALL-AGES!
857-8321. alibi.com/v/62hu.

CORONADO VILLA RETIREMENT COMMUNITY Holiday Bazaar.
Get an early, festive start to holiday shopping with over 20 local
vendors and crafters offering jewelry, crafts, gifts, home décor
and more. 6900 San Vincente Ave. NE. 9am-4pm. ALL-AGES!
445-6464. alibi.com/v/62st.

EMBASSY SUITES HOTEL Saint Nicholas Ball 2018. Enjoy an
enchanting upscale evening of charity, dining and dancing at the
15th annual ball, benefiting Catholic Charities. 1000 Woodward
Pl NE. 6-11pm. 724-4637. alibi.com/v/63cv.

KIDS
CABELA’S Santa’s Wonderland featuring Photos with Santa.
5151 Lang Ave NE. 5-8pm. See 11/15 listing.

LEARN
NEW MEXICO DANCE ACADEMY Albuquerque Tarot Tribe Meetup
Group. Join the oldest tarot meetup group in Albuquerque to
share and explore the ways that Tarot provides answers and direc-
tions for solving some of the things that create obstacles in life.
10410 Comanche Rd NE. $5. 12:30-3pm. 18+. 350-7205.
alibi.com/v/5sdv.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
SOURCE Dance Gathering to Benefit Transgender Resource
Center. The first hour focuses on building genuine connection
with each other and getting people comfortable moving through
icebreakers, then dance the night away. Donations benefit
TRGRCNM. 1111 Carlisle Blvd SE. $0-$30. 7-11pm. ALL-AGES!
666-1953. alibi.com/v/64cl.

SUNDAY NOV 18
KIDS
CABELA’S Santa’s Wonderland featuring Photos with Santa.
5151 Lang Ave NE. 5-8pm. See 11/15 listing.

LEARN
ST. ANDREW PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH Health Care: Human
Rights and Spiritual Duty. The next forum looks at the N.M. Health
Security Act, which will be considered by the N.M. Legislature in
2019. If passed, it ensures that N.M. residents receive health
insurance coverage. 5301 Ponderosa Ave NE. 3-5pm. 18+.
881-9626. alibi.com/v/63bd.

OUTDOOR
RINCONADA CANYON TRAIL Petroglyph National Monument
Group Hike. Take a crack at the 2.2 mile roundtrip, easy to moder-
ately strenuous hike with three slight inclines. Snacks and water
are provided. Dogs welcome on a leash. Bring binoculars to see
the petroglyphs. 7601 Saint Josephs Avenue. 10am-noon.
ALL-AGES! (210) 467-2992. alibi.com/v/641j.

TUESDAY NOV 20
ERNIE PYLE LIBRARY Turkey Tales Storytime. Hear tall turkey
tales and share stories about who or what everyone is thankful
for. 900 Girard SE. 10:30-11:30am. 256-2065. alibi.com/v/62j1.

WEDNESDAY NOV 21
LEARN
NORTH DOMINGO BACA MULTIGENERATIONAL CENTER Off-
The-Cuff Toastmasters Club. Offering a clear pathway toward
leveling up your public speaking game and developing leadership
skills. 7521 Carmel Ave NE. 6-7:15pm. 18+. 764-6475.
alibi.com/v/60z6.
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ARTS | CULTURE SHOCK

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

“T
he city has just opened itself up to

us,” Sandy Timmerman said,

describing the unique theater

experience—the “theatrical journey,”—

that she, Q-Staff Theatre members and

Stereo Akt of Budapest have been working

on for the past several years. “You try to

get to different parts of the city, but

sometimes, if you don’t have a reason to go

there, you don’t wander around new

neighborhoods and meet new people. …

This has let us look inside different

corners that even most residents don’t

see.” 
This is foundational for Promenade, a

performance that creates passengers out of
spectators. On a 35-seat bus, the troupe
and audience alike travel across the city to
41 different sites, and stories play out
amidst the cityscape and en route, cutting
through byways both familiar and less
trodden. The format was pioneered by
Martin Boross and Julia Jakubowska of
Stereo Akt, based in Budapest, Hungary,
who have also had a powerful hand in
created the uniquely Albuquerque version
of the show. “They are innovators even in
Hungary, where experimental theater is
more common,” Timmerman explained. 

Timmerman—who is stage director of
this production—and a number of others
involved with Q-Staff first saw an
iteration of this show in Baltimore two
years ago. The next day they were already
on Skype with Boross and Jakubowska,
and collaborated on developing Promenade

for the years that followed. “Each
performance is developed in the city
where it is,” Timmerman explained.
“There is no pre-formed script, it is very
artist-driven.” This led to a series of
workshops with a number of community
members, artists and students from
Working Classroom to generate material,
and finalize scripts and determine
locations. “We really didn’t want it to be
dominated by a single voice,” Timmerman
continued. “It’s a huge project, and it took
a tremendous amount of time.” 

The production premiered last Friday,
and will continue on weekends through
Sunday, Dec. 2. When Timmerman and I
spoke, it was just a few days out from
opening night. “I have no idea what
people will take away from it—and I’m
really excited about finding that out,” she
said, but still, she has hopes of what the
show might reveal to those who take a seat
on the bus. “Everyone’s stressed and
exhausted, everybody’s worried about
what’s going on in the country—I hope
this helps people. I hope it gives hem

something that helps them feel a little happy,
or calm, or a little better. I hope they might
say, ‘Wow, I got to see my city in a way I’ve
never seen it before.’ ”

That revelation of the city is multi-layered.
The city has revealed itself to Timmerman in
new ways, and it has also opened up in a
different way to even greater collaboration
across not just neighborhoods, but borders.
Albuquerque is uniquely positioned in the
world—there is a significant amount of
international exchange amongst creatives in
this field thanks to projects like this and
Tricklock’s Global Corridor. Boross from
Stereo Akt is the director of this production.
Other elements of the production, like the
sound design (which is quite intricate, given
the staging) was designed by Márk Bartha,
another member of the group, who gleaned a
lot about the sounds of the city through
spending time in it, and spending time with
aural geniuses like multi-talented musician
Marisa Demarco. The co-creator of the
original version of the show, Jakubowska, has
also been on-hand during the long
development phases of Promenade. 

Having the perspective of these
international artists has been helpful,
particular given that theater in its more
experimental variety in the US has far been
outpaced by the productions in the rest of the
world. Timmerman attributes this to the rise of
film stateside. “With a movie screen you can
do anything,” she explained. “So the advent of
realism hit United States theater about the
same time we were starting to develop our
movie industry. Our innovation started going
toward movies, and theater kind of got stuck
where it was 100 years ago and never really
changed or developed that much.” The
dominance of film, especially in Eastern
Europe, came much later and set a precedence
for a more thriving theater scene. “Theater is

more a part of everyday culture there, as
opposed to being such an event,” Timmerman
said. 

And the experience of theater is
important. It provides an opportunity for
everyone to quietly sit in a room together,
experience something live, “right next to each
other—nothing between you and the
performers and the person next to you.” And
then, have a space afterwards to talk about
what you’ve seen. “I think this is enormously
valuable in the modern world—having this 90
minutes of quiet space to listen, watch,
experience and breathe together,” she said. 

Promenade offers that and a lot more. By
nature of putting theater in motion around
the city, we are exposed to parts of our city
that perhaps we’ve never seen before, yes, but
it also offers the opportunity to look again. To
experience Albuquerque in a different way,
and by proxy, rethink life as it plays out
around us. “We call it the Promenade effect,”
Timmerman laughed, “once you’ve done this,
you see performance everywhere in the city.”
She went on to explain, how often, happening
simultaneously with the scripted performance
is just as much real action occurring alongside
it. “We have this carefully constructed scene
happening here, but sometimes there is
something else really interesting and
fascinating happening on the other side of the
bus that we had no idea was going to happen!”
That’s the serendipity of letting theater out
into the world. As a result, “you see the
everyday performance that happens
constantly, you notice things more.” And that
is often one of the highest aspirations of art in
any genre. 

Catch Promenade Fridays, Saturdays and
Sundays through Dec. 2. Times vary, but all
showings depart from Q-Staff Theatre (400
Broadway Blvd. SE). Tickets are available
online now at q-staff.com.  a

Place Through Performance
Promenade takes viewers out of the theater and into the city

Promenade plays out with a small cast on the city streets and on a city bus. 

One Stop Studio Shop

If you’ve never had the opportunity to visit Julianna
Kirwin’s gallery on Mountain and Eighth Street
(1201 Eighth Street NW), you should seize the
opportunity to stop in at the Three Artists: Holiday
Sale for that experience alone. Tucked into a
courtyard, surrounded by beautiful plants and a
high adobe wall, it is an unexpected oasis in the
city. Not to mention the beautiful work inside. On
Friday, Nov. 16 from 5 to 7pm, and Saturday, Nov.
17 from 10am to 4pm, visitors have an opportunity
take home some of the original pieces. Artists Barb
Miller, Christine Herman and Kirwin will have their
goods for sale—and there is something in most
price ranges. Added bonus—there will also be
snacks. 

A Day at Shi Yazhi Sage
This Saturday, Nov. 17, I can think of two—or maybe
four?—good reasons to stop in at Old Town’s Shi
Yazhi Sage Gallery (323 Romero St. NW, Ste. 6).
From 3 to 5pm, the gallery will host a block printing
demonstration with local artists Corey Yazzie and
Ariana Romero. Immediately following this
opportunity to get a firsthand experience with the
process, is the opening of the gallery’s Three Artist
Showcase, wherein both Yazzie and Romero will be
showing their work, along with Deborah Jojola. The
reception runs from 5 to 8pm, and all artists will be
on-hand for questions and conversation. 

The Dance Goes On

Flamenco Without Borders is an ongoing series
hosted by Casa Flamenca (401 Rio Grande Blvd.
NW), and Sunday, Nov. 18’s show marks the last
one of the year. During this workshop, Cadiz,
Spain’s Juani de la Isla will teach, and special
emphasis will be put on the holiday tradition of
Zambomba. Visitors are welcome to bring their own
instruments, or grab one provided by Casa
Flamenca, and join in as musicians or dancers. The
music starts at 6pm. More details are up online at
casaflamenca.org. a

COURTESY OF JULIANNA KIRWIN
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BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

D
ebtfair is a project of Occupy Museums, which
itself grew out of the Occupy Wall Street
Movement. As Occupy Museums artist Noah

Fischer described it, “a movement concerned
with the pressing financial and social inequalities
laid bare in the 2008 world.” There is a need to
demystify the realities of working artists today, as
UNM’s Claire Staciewisc points out in her essay
for the catalog for the upcoming exhibition
Currency: What Do You Value?, opening this
Friday, Nov. 16, at 516 ARTS (516 Central Ave.
SW), the romantic ideal of the “starving artist”
isn’t a workable one in the real world. In this
iteration of Debtfair, the economic concerns of
New Mexico are evaluated. Staciewisc continued
in her essay, “So how does the debt of New
Mexican artists stack up to the debt of other
Americans? And how does this debt affect the
work of these artists? Debtfair surveyed New
Mexican artists in order to determine the
economic position of these individuals and their
overall relationship with their debt.” Before the
opening, Fischer talked about the long-running
work and how it takes shape locally. 

Alibi: What need did you see to highlight this
topic?
Fischer: When we last checked, 8 out of the 10
most expensive colleges were art schools. In order
to train for their careers, artists often end up in
unpayable debt situations that can lead to bad
health, financial ruin and almost always, little to
no time to make art while working precarious jobs
to pay the rent and debt. This punishes poorer,
less privileged artists the most and is the basis for
an unequal art world. We also saw that politics in
the arts focused on institutions or larger global
issues but was often blinded to its own social and
class realities and wanted to bring that into the
picture. Then artists would begin to self organize
and push back.

What have you learned over the course of
curating Debtfair?
There are many ways to answer this. This would
be my answer right now—we’ve learned so much
from Debtfair over the years! Possibly the most
striking thing we’ve learned is that there is a
tremendous number of banks and individuals who
are profiting greatly from our debt crisis. The
sheer multitude of these institutions has been a
big surprise for us. We have spent a lot of time
mapping connections between these
organizations, and understanding their trustees
and other points of leverage in order to
understand what effective strategies might exist
toward a debtor’s strike. The need to push back
against the power of banks that trade debt is more
vital than ever. The system, though, is incredibly
complex and abstract, and it’s been challenging to
identify an individual or corporate target since

people are in debt to so many different
institutions. When we did this project at the
Whitney Museum, we discovered that there are a
few big companies behind the pool of smaller
ones. BlackRock Inc, the world’s largest asset
management company at over 6 trillion assets,
and their president, Larry Fink (who, by the way,
was a major winner of the 2008 crash) ... have
been our targets because BlackRock makes most
of their money from our debts while Larry Fink is
involved in the art world as a MoMA board
member. 

How do you think debt impacts art-making?
Debt is a drag, an anchor that keeps people from
taking additional risk. This is as true for artists as
it is for anyone else. But art requires risk taking.
When an art student takes out a loan, or
insurance refuses to pay after an accident or
illness, or any other unexpected thing happens in
an artist’s life, the debt she incurs ties her down to
steady employment and slows her process of
experimentation and creative expansion. To be
sure, lots of people who are in debt maintain
active art practices. Debt just slows that part
down. At the same time, because of how
vulnerable debt makes artists to the vicissitudes of
the economy, debt increases the market’s
influence on artists’ creative choices. In that way,
debt exerts a homogenizing force on artistic
output. In broad strokes, this mirrors the more
popular discussion around entrepreneurship and
student debt, which has more or less concluded
that debt decreases innovation.

What do you think would happen if artists
weren’t burdened by the constraints of
money?
Just to be clear, we are not advocating that artists
are any different from other people or should be
entirely unconstrained. Constraints are a part of
life, and artmaking would be impossible without
them. Money as a medium of exchange is also
fine, broadly speaking, but six trillion dollar
companies that are more powerful than
democratic governments and encourage people to
get more and more entwined in debts are not fine.
We don’t believe artists should be unburdened
from the constraints of money. But we do believe
that the way artists are positioned without agency
in the current economy highlights the struggles
faced by many non-artists and other groups as
well. As more of our economy is privatized, the
rich are soaking up the gains, and 99 percent of us
are finding it more difficult to sustain a fulfilling
and healthy life while providing for ourselves and
our families. For artists, the current economy has
made it increasingly difficult to sustain a life and a
creative practice at the same time. If artists were
not constrained by the burden and
encouragement of onerous debts (and also fair
rental laws) then we’d see a flourishing of
artmaking, a burst of creative energy and much
more equality about who can be an artist. And art
would not be seen as a privilege of the rich. It
would matter more, to more people. a

Debtfair speaks candidly to economic realities we all struggle with. 

Creative Economy
New exhibition asks where our values are

CREDIT TAL BEERY
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THURSDAY NOV 15
STAGE
RODEY THEATRE As You Like It. Shakespeare’s gender-bending
comedy has long been an audience favorite, filled with spectacular
wit and humor. See this incarnation of the classic. University of
New Mexico. $10-$15. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 277-4332.
alibi.com/v/63q2.

SONG & DANCE
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Alice, An Adventure of Wonder
and Wondering. Alice draws inspiration from the classic story
and characters, but this interpretation is only loosely based on
Lewis Carroll’s work, and instead we experience this through a
lens of new possibilities. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. $25-$30. 7pm.
ALL-AGES! 224-9808. alibi.com/v/61k9.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER David Crosby and
Friends. Two-time Rock and Roll Hall of Famer and co-founder
of the Byrds and Crosby, Stills & Nash is joined by the Lighthouse
Band for an evening of music. 1701 Fourth Street SW. $58-$78.
2pm. 724-4771. alibi.com/v/64go.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Jefferson Voorhees Solo and
The Glass Key Trio. The veteran drummer and the genre-bending
trio perform live. 210 Yale Blvd SE. $15-$20. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES!
268-0044. alibi.com/v/6182.

TORTUGA GALLERY Voodoo Boogaloo with La Llorona and
Iamnowhere. The trip-hop duo from Central Texas bring their
psychedelic sound back to Albuquerque. 901 Edith Blvd SE.
$10. 7-10pm. ALL-AGES! 506-0820. alibi.com/v/633t.

LEARN
HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Annual Meeting of the Society for
Ethnomusicology. Explore the study of the music of different
cultures, especially non-Western ones at this annual conference.
800 Rio Grande Blvd NW. $40-$100. 10am. ALL-AGES!
222-8736. alibi.com/v/64dd.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE Reel Rock 13 Film Tour. Founded in 2006 by
filmmakers Josh Lowell and Peter Mortimer, the film tour brings
the best climbing and adventure films of the year to live audiences
throughout the world. 423 Central Ave NW. $10-$12. 7-9:30pm.
768-3544. alibi.com/v/640l.

NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE
Voices of the Rainforest: An Eco-Rockumentary. A documentary
depicting a day in the life of the Bosavi people and their home
in Papua New Guinea, directed and produced by Steven Feld
and based on recordings and images from 1976 to 2018. 1801
Mountain Rd NW. $10. 1:45-5pm. ALL-AGES! 841-2802.
alibi.com/v/64gr.

FRIDAY NOV 16
ART
OT CIRCUS GALLERY I Want To Be Inside Your Darkest Everything.
It’s about playing in the darkest places, but finding the light
within. A specially curated exhibit by the 505 Fridas for one night
only with light refreshments available. 709 Central Ave NW. 5-9pm.
13+. (678) 923-2755. alibi.com/v/6492.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER The USO. A two-hour musical that is similar to
the camp shows that travel overseas to entertain the troops, set
during WWII and written by Carolyn Hogan. 9813 Fourth Street
NW. $10. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 822-9189. alibi.com/v/62su.

RODEY THEATRE As You Like It. University of New Mexico.
$10-$15. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 11/15 listing.

SONG & DANCE
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Alice, An Adventure of Wonder
and Wondering. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. $25-$30. 7pm. ALL-AGES!
See 11/15 listing.

NEW MEXICO HUMANITIES COUNCIL Pakaraguian Kulintang
Ensemble. The ensemble performs the traditional Philippine gong
music from Mindanao and the Sulu Archipelago, a vibrant soci-
ocultural musical practice from the Philippine Islands. 4115
Silver Ave SE. 7-8pm. ALL-AGES! 633-7370. alibi.com/v/62ze.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Cuncordu Sas Bator Colonnas.
A group from the Scano di Montiferro, a mountainous region in
central Sardinia, Italy, carry on the vernacular multi-part singing
practice, performed by four male singers and called cuncordu.
210 Yale Blvd SE. $20-$25. 7:30-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 268-0044.
alibi.com/v/5yxl.

POPEJOY HALL In the Mood. Singers and dancers perform with
the sensational String of Pearls Big Band Orchestra, playing the
greatest hits of the ’30s and ’40s, including hits by Glenn Miller,
Benny Goodman and more. 203 Cornell Dr NE. $25-$64.
7:30-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! 925-5858. alibi.com/v/624i.

SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER StarStruck. A magical
evening amongst the stars in this theatrical belly dance show
with Mira Betz, The Desert Darlings and special guests. 1025
Broadway Blvd SE. $15. 7-8:45pm. 848-1320. alibi.com/v/63n2.

LEARN
GRIEF RESOURCE CENTER Sacred Wounds II. A Haiku writing
workshop to address grief and loss. Participants use poetry
and other writing to help themselves understand their own
grief. 1113 University Blvd NE. 9:30am-4pm. 842-7166.
alibi.com/v/631x.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Annual Meeting of the Society for
Ethnomusicology. 800 Rio Grande Blvd NW. $40-$100. 10am.
ALL-AGES! See 11/15 listing.

SATURDAY NOV 17
ART
ALBUQUERQUE SILVER & STONE ACADEMY Jewelry and
Stone Show. Support local artists, sign up for classes and
buy rocks and gems. 10900 Menaul Blvd NE. 10am-6pm.
377-6415. alibi.com/v/63ct.

STAGE
ADOBE THEATER The USO. 9813 Fourth Street NW. $10.
7:30pm. ALL-AGES! See 11/16 listing.

SONG & DANCE
DUKE CITY EVENT CENTER The Fall Classic. Experience what
real battle rap is like featuring Nine vs Benji Reckless, Dvos
vs Automatic Ray, Nick Vicious vs Brenden, Arch 1 vs Ray
Manley and Robert Gipson vs Wronzy. 2822 Second Street
NW. $5. 4-11pm. 21+. alibi.com/v/64h8.

KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Alice, An Adventure of Wonder
and Wondering. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. $25-$30. 7pm.
ALL-AGES! See 11/15 listing.

POPEJOY HALL A World of Dance and Song. Conductor and
composer Grant Cooper leads the N.M. Philharmonic in an
evening of flamenco, tango, Irish dance and more, featuring
stars from the N.M. Ballet Company as the Enchantment
Awards Singers harmonize. 203 Cornell Dr NE. $22-$75.
6-8:30pm. ALL-AGES! 323-4343. alibi.com/v/640r.

TORTUGA GALLERY The Rebbe’s Orkestra-Klezmer Band:
Concert and Dance Party. The band presents a concert and
dance party with dance leader Penina Ballen. 901 Edith Blvd
SE. $5-$20. 7-9pm. ALL-AGES! 506-0820. alibi.com/v/63h5.

LEARN
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Far Off the
Path Workshop. Learn to make a small, bespoke journal to
tuck in a pocket for a trip or a quiet walk. Ages 8 through
adult welcome and all materials provided. Registration
required. 6500 Coors Blvd NW. 1-3pm. 897-8831.
alibi.com/v/641s.

HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Annual Meeting of the Society for
Ethnomusicology. 800 Rio Grande Blvd NW. $40-$100. 10am.
ALL-AGES! See 11/15 listing.

FILM
GUILD CINEMA Furry Burque Film Festival. The festival is a
benefit for Second Chance Animal Rescue presnted by Boofy’s
Best for Pets showcasing short films about our furry friends.
3405 Central Ave NE. $8. 1-3pm. ALL-AGES! 890-0757.
alibi.com/v/6494.

SUNDAY NOV 18
STAGE
ADOBE THEATER The USO. 9813 Fourth Street NW. $10. 2pm.
ALL-AGES! See 11/16 listing.

RODEY THEATRE As You Like It. University of New Mexico.
$10-$15. 2pm. ALL-AGES! See 11/15 listing.

SONG & DANCE
KESHET CENTER FOR THE ARTS Alice, An Adventure of Wonder
and Wondering. 4121 Cutler Ave NE. $25-$30. 7pm.
ALL-AGES! See 11/15 listing.

OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE George Cables Trio. Included
in the pantheon of greatest jazz pianists, Cables plays live
with his trio featuring bassist John Webber and drummer Victor
Lewis. 210 Yale Blvd SE. $25-$30. 7:30-9:30pm. ALL-AGES!
268-0044. alibi.com/v/5yxn.

LEARN
HOTEL ALBUQUERQUE Annual Meeting of the Society for
Ethnomusicology. 800 Rio Grande Blvd NW. $40-$100. 10am.
ALL-AGES! See 11/15 listing.

FILM
KIMO THEATRE Fake News Film and Discussion Series
featuring All the President’s Men. Robert Redford and Dustin
Hoffman star as the legendary reporters who exposed the
cover-up of the “third-rate burglary” at Washington’s Watergate
apartments. A panel discussion follows the film. 423 Central
Ave NW. 2-5pm. 13+. 633-7374. alibi.com/v/63ti.

MONDAY NOV 19
SONG & DANCE
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Django Festival Allstars.
Led by legendary Gypsy guitarist and violinist Dorado Schmitt,
the allstars return with their unique, high-energy tribute to
Gypsy jazz guitarist Django Reinhardt and his driving, hot jazz
style. 210 Yale Blvd SE. $25-$30. 7:30-9:30pm. ALL-AGES!
268-0044. alibi.com/v/5yxo.

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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FOOD | FOOD INTERVIEW

BY ROBIN BABB

I
had been listening to the Toasted Sister
podcast for months before I realized that its
host, Andi Murphy, lives in Albuquerque.

The show has quickly become one of my
favorites, because it exposes me to people and
ideas that I probably wouldn’t have dug up on
my own. The tagline is “Radio about Native
American food,” and if that seems like a niche
focus—well, then you just need to listen in,
and find out how rich and broad the history of
Native American food is.

Last week Andi and I went for beers at Bow
and Arrow, where she says she’s had every beer
on their list. “Wolf Eyes is my go-to,” she said.
The week prior, Andi had catered an event at
Bow and Arrow—the kick-off party for the
Indigenous Comic Con—and the beertender
knew her by name. Over a couple hours, Andi
and I talked about her childhood, her career
and how she came to start the Toasted Sister
podcast. She asked me about as many questions
as I asked her (which is what happens when a
journalist interviews a journalist), and we spent
a lot of time talking about what books we read
as kids. Nevertheless, I got enough to put
together the story of how she got so interested
in indigenous food sovereignty and started her
own podcast about it.

In her dayjob, Andi works as a producer for
Native America Calling, the public radio show
that discusses Native American issues with
those directly impacted by them (it airs on
KUNM every weekday at 11am). She’s been
working there for about four years, and the
expertise shines through in her own podcast as
well: Toasted Sister sounds about as clean and
professional as any high-budget Radiolab
segment. I’m not just being nice—go listen,
you can tell that this was done by a
professional. 

She grew up in Crownpoint—a small
Navajo community in western New Mexico.
Her family was poor, and most of the food she
remembers eating in her childhood was “poor
man’s food.” “So we had a lot of high fat, high
sugar stuff,” she says. “Lots of meat and
potatoes, lots of ground beef. And my dad
worked for the commodity foods program, so
we would have some of that surplus food that
he would bring back. It wasn’t very colorful.”
(The commodity foods program is a food
subsidy program similar to food stamps, but
specifically for tribal reservations. Historically,
the foods provided have been things like
canned meat and beans, white flour, white
rice—not very nutritious or flavorful stuff.)

It wasn’t until Andi left home for college in
Las Vegas, N.M., that she began cooking and

“actually eating.” “I don’t think
we [Andi and her sister] really
touched a fresh vegetable until we
left home,” she says. Around then
was when Andi got excited about
writing, too. Though she started
out as an English major in Las
Vegas, a scholarship program
called the American Indian
Journalism Institute introduced
her to multimedia journalism.
“And I was just hooked from
there. I went back the next
summer and the next summer,
then I moved down to Las Cruces
and changed my major over to
journalism.”

After college, Andi went to
work at the Las Cruces Sun-News,
where she quickly found herself
covering the food beat. In 2014
she got her current job as a
producer at Native America
Calling, where she first got
exposed to indigenous food and its
revival: “I did a show on Sean
Sherman, The Sioux Chef, back
when he just had the little
Tatanka Truck. I talked to him and thought,
“Oh my goodness, what is this all about?” I read
more about him and indigenous food in
general, followed him on social media, and
then from there, it just kind of all popped out
of the woodwork. So I started pitching more
food shows, and the executive editor
eventually said, “You can’t do all these food
shows, you have to cover other stuff too.” And
my coworker, who is a podcast addict, she
suggested I start a podcast. So I did! I drew the
logo first because I didn’t want to just have
some clip art or somebody else’s work. I wanted
it to be all my own. I branded it as a kind of
cool, punk rock sort of feel—I didn’t want to
put feathers and beads on it, because that shit
is so tired. Then I started a website and a
Soundcloud account—and I just did it.”

The first episode of Toasted Sister came out
in January 2017. On the show, Andi interviews
chefs, farmers, scholars and food activists from
all over the country about indigenous foods. In
one of her favorite episodes, she went up to a
sheep camp in Shiprock, New Mexico. “We got
to see the sheep and talk to this family who
come from generations of sheepherders about
things like climate change, processing the
wool, what sheep mean to them on a cultural
level, an economic level and just a personal
level. Because these animals, even the
sheepdogs, are a part of the family,” she says. 

Since starting the podcast, Andi has learned
a wild amount about indigenous food. Back

before she started these interviews, she says, “I
remember a couple times explaining Navajo
food or Native food to some people, and saying,
‘It’s very bland and plain—it’s just some stewed
meats and roasted vegetables and that’s it.’ ”
Now she knows that’s not the case. Native
chefs like Sean Sherman are cooking up wild
rice crusted walleye in wild plum sauce and
smoked apple broth, or lamb shanks with blue
corn mush and a Three Sisters succotash.
Native food is having a long-awaited revival,
and Andi Murphy is dedicated to showcasing
it.

The morning after my interview with Andi,
I got a text from her: “Dude! Check the home
page of Civil Eats! (a website that provides
reporting and criticism on agriculture and food
systems)” I did, and saw a photo of her staring
back at me—chef’s knife in hand, bright red
lipstick on. She looks like a total badass.
“Young Women Are Reviving Indigenous Food
Traditions Online,” is the article, and Andi is
one of several women featured. “Holy shit!
That’s you!” I texted back. “Could I get a copy
of that photo for my article?” After so many
years of shining the light on other people, I
wonder what it feels like for her to get some of
the spotlight herself. Thankfully, she doesn’t
seem too camera shy. a

Check out Toasted Sister wherever you get your
podcasts from, or on toastedsisterpodcast.com.

Toasted Sister, Radio about
Native American Food

Podcast host Andi Murphy on how she got into 

the kitchen and the movement

WEEKLY SPECIALS

BY ROBIN BABB

Three Foodie Events for Your
Weekend
The biggest food-centric holiday of the year is
right around the corner, so I hope y’all know how
big your ovens are and how many people you’re
expected to feed. If I were more of a recipe
developer I would be handing out side dish
recommendations and Top 10 Turkey Tips, but
alas, I am the youngest in my family and thus
have never hosted a Thanksgiving myself. What I
can do is hip you to these foodie events this
weekend, and let you now that La Montañita
does a hell of a Thanksgiving catering program if
you need the backup. 

Meal Prep Cooking Class
I am perpetually impressed by people who take
the time and effort to meal prep. Being on top of
your life enough to plan your whole week’s
worth of take-to-work lunches in advance is a
level of adulthood that I can only dream about.
Which is why I should probably go to this meal
prep cooking class at Three Sisters Kitchen (109
Gold Ave. SW) taught by the UNM Nutrition
Club. The class is on Saturday, Nov. 17 from
noon to 2pm, and it covers several recipes that
you can use to start meal prepping at home, as
well as tips and ideas for adding variety
throughout the week. This event is free and
open to anyone who wants to attend.

Letter Carriers Food Drive
Want to help end hunger in Albuquerque without
even leaving your house? You can do just that
this Saturday, Nov. 17, for the annual Letter
Carriers Food Drive. Leave a bag of non-
perishable food such as canned beans or
veggies, peanut butter, cereal or pasta by your
mailbox in the morning, and your letter carrier
will pick it up with your mail to take to the
Roadrunner Food Bank. If you’d like to volunteer
to help sort food at one of the participating post
offices, email candace.baca@rrfb.org or call 505-
349-8837.

Slow Food ABQ’s 
4th Annual Food Swap

Back in ye olden
times it was
customary for
communities to
have food swaps in
the autumn where
people could trade
the foods they had
grown or made.
This was a good
way to diversify
your pantry to
ensure you

wouldn’t be stuck eating nothing but sauerkraut
all winter. This tradition still makes a lot of sense
for those who grow or make their own food,
which is why Slow Food ABQ is hosting their
4th annual food swap this Sunday, Nov. 18, from
11am to 1pm. Bring your homemade baked
goods, pickles, jams or homegrown herbs and
produce to the Open Space Visitor Center
(6500 Coors Blvd. NW) to trade with other slow
foodies in the area. If you’d like, you can just
bring samples to offer. This is a great way to
meet other DIYers and to get recipes and advice
for your future kitchen experiments. a
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Andi Murphy in her kitchen.
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FOOD | RESTAURANT REVIEW

BY ROBIN BABB

I
hardly ever venture up into the Rio Rancho
area for dining options, and until fairly
recently there wasn’t much up there to write

home about anyway. But that’s started to
change over the last couple of years. Along the
commercial big-box stretch of Coors that I used
to think of simply as a place to buy a car or a
mattress, restaurants and breweries have started
opening up to serve the commuter population
that’s looking for a little more than the usual
chain joints for dinner.

As example I offer Kyoto, a new Japanese
restaurant in the middle of the Cottonwood
commercial sector. Though mostly marketed as
a sushi place, their menu also includes noodle
and rice dishes, steaks, soup and salads. Located
in the endless parking lot of NM 528 between a
Twisters and a Days Inn, it’s not what I would
call an attractive spot.

The inside offers a lot more visual
stimulation. With wallpaper featuring huge
patterns of Mt. Fuji, waterfalls and cherry
blossom trees along with color-changing
spotlights, it comes across as … a bit much. But
it’s certainly something to look at while you
wait for your meal.

Despite the sushi focus of the restaurant,
there is plenty vegetarian fare to be found at
Kyoto as well. In the sushi realm there are
cucumber, avocado and sweet potato rolls, as
well as tofu skin (inari) rolls or sashimi ($4.99).
On my first visit to Kyoto my dining
companion and I went all tofu all the time,
ordering the inari sashimi, agedashi tofu ($4.59)
and house udon with tofu ($10.99).

Agedashi tofu is such a simple dish, but one
of my favorites. Marinated soft tofu is lightly
breaded with potato starch and fried, then
served in a dish of seasoned soy sauce. The
agedashi tofu at Kyoto is delicate and savory,
with a wafer-thin fried skin that offers just the
right amount of crunch. For me, this dish and a
salad would make a more than satisfying lunch
on their own.

The chef came out to serve us the inari and
to tell us that he had just made it, and that he
had used a sesame instead of a mayo sauce on
top. I don’t know if he had intuited that there
was a vegan in the party, or if he was just trying
something new. Either way, the heads up was
appreciated, and the inari was fresh, crackly and
a touch less sweet than usual. In the house udon
the tofu was crispy and the sauce far richer than
the watery, sweet stuff that I associate with most
mid-level Americanized Asian restaurants. 

On a second visit I turned to the sushi
menu, deciding that trying the eponymous

Kyoto roll ($14.99) would be the best test of
the restaurant’s mettle. But first: veggie tempura
($6.49), another one of those simple yet
satisfying dishes. I appreciated the addition of
acorn squash and asparagus in Kyoto’s
rendition, especially as both are in season now.
My sushi roll also had tempura shrimp in it,
along with fresh avocado, cream cheese and
fried green chile. Instead of the typical nori, this
roll is wrapped in pink soy paper, and topped
with crab, eel sauce and spicy mayo. Yeah, I
went big y’all. And I’m glad I did. The crunchy
and creamy contrast in this roll is the star of the
show, and the little note of spice from the green
chile cuts it just right. I’m an unapologetic fan
of these Americanized, “everything but the
kitchen sink” sushi rolls, so my opinion will
likely be different from that of a sushi purist—
but damn, sign me up for more.

I can’t pretend that Kyoto is the best
Japanese food in the city, but it’s certainly a step
above most of what’s available to Rio Rancho.
And residents seem to have caught onto that:
The restaurant was packed both times I visited.
If you find yourself in the neighborhood and
have a craving for some tasty sushi candy, I
recommend you give Kyoto a try.  a

New Japanese Joint
in Rio Rancho

Kyoto offers sushi and noodles to 

a chain-heavy neighborhood

Kyoto
355 NM-528

892-8668
kyotoyaba.com

Hours: Mon-Thu 11am-9:30pm, 
Fri-Sat 11am-10pm, Sun noon-9pm

Alibi Recommends: Agedashi tofu, Kyoto roll
Vibe: Kind of suburban, business lunch crowd

Sashimi ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY
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FILM | FILM REVIEW

Dr. Seuss’ The Grinch
You’re a mediocre one, Mr. Grinch

1966 animated TV special narrated by Boris
Karloff and as a popular but bloated 2000 live-
action feature starring Jim Carrey. There are
few people in the world who haven’t seen
these adaptations, probably on multiple
occasions. So, at best, this glossy new version
is just another log on the wood pile.

The 2018 version of The Grinch finds Brit
actor Benedict Cumberbatch (“Sherlock,” Dr.
Strange) voicing the title role, a fuzzy green
party pooper who hates Christmas and is
determined to ruin the holiday for the humble
Whos down in Whoville. You know the deal.
Cumberbatch plays it safe and middle-of-the-
road (watchwords for the entire film) by
adopting an American accent and grumbling a
bit. His performance lacks the sour menace of
Karloff’s version and the … let’s call it volume
of Carrey’s. But it’s fine.

All the usual story points are included, of
course: Dressing up as Santa, using his dog
Max as a reindeer, stealing presents, meeting
Cindy-Lou Who. But that’s not enough to fill
an 86-minute movie. The 2000 version padded
things out with a backstory explaining why the

REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Get High
The Reel Rock Film Tour, dedicated to the best
climbing and adventure films of the years,
returns to Albuquerque this Thursday, Nov. 15.
Reel Rock 13 is the work of filmmakers Josh
Lowell (Big Up Productions) and Peter Mortimer
(Sender Films). Since 2006, they have
assembled the most eye-opening, jaw-dropping,
high-altitude documentary shorts from around
the globe. Doors open at 6:30pm. Films start at
7pm. Tickets are $10 in advance and can be
purchased at kimotickets.com. A portion of the
profits will go to benefit Albuquerque Mountain
Rescue Council.

Native Stars
The 5th Annual Pueblo Film Fest lights up
Albuquerque’s Indian Pueblo Cultural Center this
Friday, Nov. 16, through Sunday, Nov. 18. This
year’s theme is “Empowering Women Through
Film,” and there will be a special emphasis on
female filmmakers. The festival begins with an
opening night reception featuring actor, director
and writer Georgina Lightning. She will screen
her 2008 feature drama Older Than America
and hold a Q&A afterward. That event runs from
6 to 9:30pm. An assortment of workshops, panel
discussions and film screenings continue on
Saturday and Sunday. Highlights include a block
of Native music videos (noon on Saturday) and a
screening/Q&A for Karen Cantor’s documentary
Return: Native American Women Reclaim
Foodways for Health & Spirit (2:15pm, Sunday).
A suggested donation of $10 gets you in the
door. The Indian Pueblo Cultural Center is
located at 2401 12th Street NW. For a complete
list of events and times, go to indianpueblo.org

Fake News Ends
The New Mexico Humanities Council closes out
its Fake News: Journalism in Film series with one
final movie screening and discussion. And it’s a
timely one. The Academy Award-winning 1976
mystery/drama All the President’s Men, starring
Robert Redford and Dustin Hoffman, will screen
starting at 2pm at KiMo Theatre (423 Central
Ave. NW). The film is, of course, based on
journalists Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein’s
investigation into the infamous Watergate break-
in. Alibi film editor Devin D. O’Leary (that’s me!)
will be there after the film to moderate a panel
discussion/Q&A featuring journalist/biographer
James McGrath Morris, Emerson Fellow and
investigative reporter with Buzzfeed Melissa
Segura and investigative reporter for New
Mexico in Depth Jeff Proctor. This film and
discussion series is part of the “Democracy and
the Informed Citizen” initiative and has been
running, monthly, at the KiMo since May. Its
purpose has been to explore how journalism has
been presented in motion pictures and to
examine the role of the press in democratic
societies. Admission to this event is free and
open to the public. a

grinch was so grinchy. (He was bullied as a
school kid.) This one piles on more flashbacks
(turns out the Grinch has got abandonment
issues), which make him less villainous, more
sympathetic and just generally sort of a grumpy
Gus. The script (from the writers of Cool
Runnings and You, Me and Dupree) adds
another companion to the Grinch’s posse, a
chubby reindeer named Fred. Also, Cindy-Lou
Who (voiced by Cameron Seely) has been
given an overworked single mother (Rashida
Jones), affording our Grinch the opportunity
to perform some Christmas miracles beyond
simply returning a few purloined presents. (A
decision that, unsurprisingly for a
multimillion-dollar corporate product, blunts
the original story’s anti-commercialism
theme.) And finally, lest we forget this is a
modern remake, the Grinch raps his way
through “You’re a Mean One, Mr. Grinch”
(courtesy of Tyler the Creator). Who says you
can’t improve on perfection?

The smooth animation makes the images—
green grinches, white snowdrifts, twinkling
Christmas lights—pop off the screen.
Everything is shiny, bright and colorful, and
undoubtedly appealing to anyone under the
age of 5. Over that and there’s real danger of
been-there-done-that feelings, though. With
nothing fresh or original or particularly clever
to add to what already exists, Dr. Seuss’ The
Grinch is like that Christmas sweater you get
every year from your aunt. It’s well-
intentioned, perfectly functional and totally
expected—but it’s not the most memorable
highlight of the holiday season. a

Dr. Seuss’ The Grinch
Directed by Yarrow Cheney & Scott Mosier

Starring the voices of Benedict Cumberbatch,

Cameron Seely, Rashida Jones, Pharrell Williams,

Angela Lansbury

Rated PG

Now playing

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

L
ike the neighbors who put up their

Christmas decorations before

Thanksgiving, Illumination Entertainment

(the company behind the Despicable Me films)

has rushed its new 3D CGI adaptation of Dr.

Seuss’ beloved picture book How the Grinch

Stole Christmas! to movie theaters a full two

weeks before the Thanksgiving holiday,

ensuring an endless blizzard of TV promotions,

print ads and trailers before Christmas even

arrives. As a result, your appreciation of the

film may depend less on how much of a grinch

you are and more on how much of a complete

sucker for anything Christmas-related you

happen to be.
It might as well be said, right off the bat,

that Dr. Seuss’ The Grinch is a perfectly
respectable, lovely looking, occasionally
amusing adaptation of Seuss’ 1957 classic. But
it suffers from the same affliction that kept
Disney’s recent live-action adaptations of
Cinderella and Beauty & the Beast from
cinematic greatness: an overwhelming sense of
deja vu. Disney’s films are more or less exact
recreations of their animated counterparts
(plus, Beauty & the Beast contained so much
CGI animation, it barely counted as “live
action”). If you’ve seen the originals, you’ve
seen the remakes. And, visually sumptuous as
the remakes might be, you might as well stick
with the originals.

Dr. Seuss’ perennial Christmas fable
previously came to light as a highly respected

Honestly, he’s not such a bad guy after he’s had his morning coffee.
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TELEVISION | IDIOT BOX BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

THE WEEK IN

SLOTH

The Ballad of Buster Scruggs (Netflix
streaming anytime) The Coen brothers
(Fargo, No Country For Old Men) are the
directors of this Western anthology—
originally conceived as a series. It was
filmed partially in New Mexico.

SATURDAY 17

“Jonestown: Terror in the Jungle”
(Sundance 10pm) Just in time for the
40th anniversary, Sundance airs this
docuseries looking back at cult leader Jim
Jones and his no-good, very bad church,
The Peoples Temple.

SUNDAY 18

“Enemies: The President, Justice & the
FBI” (Showtime 6pm) Showtime
examines the long, complex history of
American presidents testing the rule of law.
Hmmm. Feels kinda timely.

“Macy’s Thanksgiving Cake Spectacular”
(Food 6pm) How big are these cakes,
exactly?

“The Clinton Affair” (A&E 7pm)
Documentary king Alex Gibney (Finding
Fela, Taxi to the Dark Side, Enron: The
Smartest Guys in the Room) produces this
three-night documentary series, dissecting
the 1998 impeachment hearings of
President Bill Clinton. 

“Escape From Dannemora” (Showtime
8pm) This limited series starring Benicio
del Toro, Patricia Arquette and Paul Dano
dramatizes the stranger-than-fiction
account of the prison break in upstate
New York which involved a married prison

employee and the convicted
murderers with which she was …
um, er, sexually entangled.

MONDAY 19

“The Little Drummer Girl” (AMC
7pm) From the makers of the
gripping 2016 British adaptation of
John le Carré’s The Night Manager
(with Tom Hiddleston and Hugh
Laurie) comes this follow-up mini-
series. Florence Pugh, Alexander
Skarsgard and Michael Shannon
star in le Carré’s tale of an Israeli
spymaster, a Palestinian terrorist and
an English actress working as a
double agent.

TUESDAY 20

“The Final Table” (Netflix streaming
anytime) Netflix gets into the global
culinary competition category with
this cooking showdown featuring
celebrity judges and country-based
themes.

WEDNESDAY 21

“Double Dare: Team Kel vs. Team
Kenan” (Nickelodeon 6pm)
Nickelodeon’s revival of the classic
1986-to-1993 gameshow gets
doubly nostalgic tonight by
spotlighting teams captained by
1996-to-2001 Nickelodeon sitcom
stars Kel Mitchell and Kenan
Thompson. a

THURSDAY 15

“A Prayer For Mr. T: The SuperMansion
Thanksgiving Special” (Sony Crackle
streaming anytime) Sony Crackle’s
stop-motion superhero parody goes full-
on holiday special when Titanium Rex
(Bryan Cranston) and Dr. Devizo (Chris
Pine) compete in an annual
Thanksgiving turkey cook-off. Naturally,
Rex’s turkey transforms into a
nightmarish bird monster whose
murderous eggs hatch at an alarming
rate.

FRIDAY 16

“Holly Hobbie” (Hulu streaming anytime)
Holly Hobbie, the popular rag doll in the
’70s among girls who watched a lot of
“Little House on the Prairie,” returns as a
live-action show about a tweenage girl
growing up in small-town America.

“The Kominsky Method” (Netflix
streaming anytime)Aging actor Sandy
Kominsky (Michael Douglas) and his
agent (Alan Arkin) navigate their later
years in youth-obsessed Los Angeles in
this sitcom from creator Chuck Lorre
(“Cybill,” “Dharma & Greg,” “Two and a
Half Men,” “The Big Bang Theory”).

The B Word
“The Bisexual” on Hulu

L
eila and her partner Sadie are the virtual
poster children for modern lesbian
couples. They’ve been together for a

decade, they run a successful business, and
they’re about to be the subjects of a fawning
magazine article. But Sadie (Maxine
Peake), the older and more grounded of the
two, is looking for something more from her
partner. She wants to get married and start a
family. But it’s clear these two are on
different wavelengths. “We talked about
kids and family,” reminds Sadie. “We talked
about it abstractly,” dismisses Leila. “We
also talked about euthanasia.”

Turns out Leila (series writer, director
and creator Desiree Akhavan) might be
looking for something more as well. She
might be attracted to men. This question of
sexuality and identity is at the heart of
Akhavan’s funny and cutting dramedy “The
Bisexual,” which comes to Hulu by way of
England’s Channel 4.

Thinking that a “break” in the
relationship is in order, ex-pat New Yorker
Leila moves out of Sadie’s upscale London
apartment and into a flat with aging hipster
Gabe (Brian Gleeson). Gabe published a
successful novel 10 years ago but is now
teaching college English classes and
sleeping with the occasional student.
Despite his unthinking sexist and racist
attitudes, he becomes a valuable wingman
for Leila as she tests out her new sexuality. 

“The Bisexual” is hip, flippant and
mocking in a way that can only be
described, appropriately, as “millennial.” It’s
the kind of show where a character is forced
to drown out the sounds of her roommate’s
sexual shenanigans with an “All Things
Considered” podcast. But Akhavan (who
wrote, directed and produced 2016’s gay
conversion film The Miseducation of
Cameron Post) is doing some subtle work
here. 

Leila doesn’t simply wake up one day and
decide she’s attracted to men. This is clearly
something that’s been percolating in her
head for quite some time. But she’s
reluctant to voice it. Partially because all of
her traditional lesbian friends—the only
supportive community she’s had since she
came out to her conservative Iranian
parents years ago—are dismissive of the very
concept of bisexuality. It’s a betrayal of
good, old-fashioned lesbian values. “Yeah,”
says Leila, halfheartedly parroting her pals.
“Bisexuality was just made up by ad
executives to sell flavored vodka.” 

Leila’s quest for sexual identity also
serves as a metaphor for her stumbling
attempts to come into herself as a human
being. She’s no longer a twentysomething
slacker. But she’s not quite an adult. “I have
no fucking idea what I want!” she confesses
at one point (in response to a discussion
about underarm hair—but you get the
point). 

Akhavan’s style is a mix between the
smartypants New York verbiage of Woody
Allen and the sexual shenanigans of “The L
Word” (a show every character in “The
Bisexual” openly loathes, yet can’t stop
quoting). If you’re not in the same
headspace, it can come across as
exclusionary and unfocused. But the show’s
meandering pace lends unexpected punch
to Akhavan’s Jack-in-the-box wit. “Your
white man Orientalism fetish is the reason
the spice cabinet is such a fucking mess,”
Leila grouses, brilliantly, to her new roomie.

At a glance, “The Bisexual” may not be
for you. Commit to it for an episode or
three, however, and you might find yourself
rewarded with a witty, spiky, lovably snarky
sitcom that plays like an indie dramedy. a

Season 1 of “The Bisexual” is available for
streaming Friday, Nov. 16 on Hulu.
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ters come to life. For this animated sequel, com-
puterized heavy-turned-hero Ralph (voiced by John
C. Reilly) sets out on a spoof-filled journey to the
internet with pal Vanellope von Schweetz (Sarah
Silverman). 112 minutes. PG. (Opens Tuesday
11/15 at Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, Rio
Rancho Premiere Cinema, AMC Albuquerque 12,
Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Cot-
tonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX &
RPX)

Robin Hood
Does the world need another snarky, pseudo-mod-
ernist retelling of the Robin Hood story? Probably
not. But here come Taron Edgerton (Robin Hood),
Jamie Foxx (Little John) and Jamie Dornan (Will
Scarlet) to do just that. Don’t worry; there’s lots
and lots and lots of frantic, explosive, video game-
inspired action. 116 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Tues-
day 11/20 at Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Sta-
dium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Taxiwaala
In this “supernatural comedy thriller,” an unem-
ployed young man (Vijay Deverakonda, Arjun
Reddy) starts his own cab company after restoring
a classic American muscle car. Unfortunately, the
car’s passenger seat is occupied by a scary ghost!
Also, there’s a bunch of romance. In Telugu with
English subtitles. 131 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Friday 11/16 at Century Rio)

Widows
Steve McQueen (12 Years a Slave) co-writes and
directs this crime thriller based on the novel by
Gillian Flynn (Gone Girl, Sharp Objects). After
three women (Viola Davis, Michelle Rodriquez,
Elizabeth Debicki) are left widowed by their hus-
bands’ botched criminal careers, a nasty crime
boss leans on the ladies to make up for their
spouses’ two million dollar screw-up. With no other
recourse, the ladies transform themselves into a
criminal crew and plot out a multimillion-dollar
heist. 129 minutes. R. (Opens Thursday 11/15 at
Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, AMC Albuquerque 12, Icon Cin-
emas Albuquerque, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Win-
rock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

RETURNING

Beetlejuice
Tim Burton’s still extremely fun comedy from 1988
features Michael Keaton as the nutty “bioexorcist”
hired by a couple of recently deceased ghosts
(Alec Baldwin and Geena Davis) to rid their home
of some pesky new (living) owners (Catherine

and work includes a glimpse at hundreds of rolls
of film left undeveloped upon his unexpected
death in 1984. 90 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Fri-
day 11/16 at Guild Cinema)

Green Book
A working-class, Italian-American bouncer (Viggo
Mortenesen) from New York City finds himself act-
ing as chauffeur for a wealthy black concert pi-
anist (Mahershala Ali) as he goes on a tour of the
segregated Jim Crow South in 1962. This family
friendly tale of discrimination clearly flips the
script on the Driving Miss Daisy formula. But di-
rector Peter Farrelly (who, along with his brother,
gave us Dumb and Dumber and There’s Something
About Mary) directs with compassion and humor.
130 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Tuesday 11/20 at
Century Rio, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Horn From the Heart: The Paul Butterfield
Story
Blues musician Paul Butterfield’s mentor was
Muddy Waters—which gives you some idea of the
guy’s street cred. His band’s first album, released
in 1965, was named the “No. 11 Blues Album of
All Time” by DownBeat. Through his music and his
words, along with firsthand accounts from his fam-
ily and band mates, this documentary tells the
story of the man many have called the best blues
harmonica player ever. 95 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Friday 11/16 at Guild Cinema)

Instant Family
Writer-director Sean Anders (Daddy’s Home,
Daddy’s Home Two) reunites with Mark Wahlberg
for more heartwarming ha-has. A couple
(Wahlberg, Rose Byrne) adopts three orphaned
kids. Hijinks ensue. 119 minutes. PG-13. (Opens
Thursday 11/15 at Century 14 Downtown, Century
Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, AMC Albu-
querque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albu-
querque, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock
Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

A Private War
Rosamund Pike (Gone Girl) headlines this restless
biopic about celebrated, real-life war correspon-
dent Marie Colvin. Working for London’s Sunday
Times, Colvin covered stories in assorted global
hot spots for three decades. Pike bites into the
fearless, hard-drinking, larger-than-life role with
gusto while documentary filmmaker Matthew
Heineman (Cartel Land, City of Ghosts) keeps the
action (mostly) grounded. 110 minutes. R. (Opens
Friday 11/16 at Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, High Ridge, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Ralph Breaks the Internet
Wreck-It Ralph (2012) was a nostalgic, surpris-
ingly sweet flashback about video game charac-

O’Hara, Jeffrey Jones and Winona Ryder). 92 min-
utes. PG. (Guild Cinema)

Castle in the Sky
The Studio Ghibli flashback train continues with
one of master animator Hayao Miyazaki’s most vi-
sually dazzling sci-fi fantasies, circa 1986. A
young girl with a mysterious crystal pendant falls
out of the sky and into the arms of young Pazu. To-
gether they search for a legendary, ancient, float-
ing castle and the secrets hidden within. Screened
in English dubbed and English subtitled versions.
124 minutes. G. (Cottonwood Stadium 16, Cen-
tury Rio)

The Wizard of Oz (1939)
Dorothy (Judy Garland) heads over the rainbow,
commits involuntary manslaughter, steals some
shoes, hooks up with three weird strangers and
gets hired on as an assassin. Spoiler alert: In the
end it’s all a dream. Or is it? 125 minutes. G.
(SUB Theater)

STILL PLAYING

Beautiful Boy
This tender and highly personal biographical
drama is based on a pair of best-selling memoirs
from father and son David and Nic Sheff. It chroni-
cles the heartbreaking and ultimately inspiring ex-
perience of survival, relapse and recovery in a
family coping with their teenage son’s drug addic-
tion. Steve Carell, Amy Ryan (both from “The Of-
fice”) and Timothée Chalamet (Call Me By Your
Name) star. 120 minutes. R. (Century Rio, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16, High Ridge)

Bohemian Rhapsody
Rami Malek (“Mr. Robot”) takes on the task of em-
bodying theatrical rock icon Freddie Mercury in
this entertaining but uncomplicated musical
biopic chronicling the years leading up to Queen’s
legendary appearance at the Live Aid concert.
Bryan Singer (The Usual Suspects, X-Men) directs.
134 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14 Downtown, Cen-
tury Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Sta-
dium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Can You Ever Forgive Me?
Comedienne Melissa McCarthy sheds her bright
persona to play frumpy, downbeat author Lee Is-
rael in this tragicomic biopic. Around 1990, Lee
found her brand of high-tone biographies out of
style. Broke, bitter and frequently drunk, she took
to forging witty letters from dead literary figures.
Oddly enough, this gave her great satisfaction as a

NEW

Border
A customs officer with an odd genetic deformity
and a supernatural ability to “sniff out” fear devel-
ops an unexpected attraction to a strangely famil-
iar traveler while aiding a police investigation
which will call into question her entire existence.
This uncategorizable magical-realist romantic
crime drama comes to us from Sweden and is
based on a short story by John Ajvide Lindqvist
(who wrote Let the Right One In). It’s quite
strange, but surprisingly empathetic. In Swedish
with English subtitles. 100 minutes. R. (Opens Fri-
day 11/16 at High Ridge)

Boy Erased
Aussie actor Joel Edgerton (Animal Kingdom, The
Great Gatsby) writes and directs this drama based
on Garrard Conley’s painful memoir. Russell Crowe
and Nicole Kidman are the devoutly religious par-
ents of a teenage boy (Lucas Hedges) forced to
participate in a church-sponsored gay conversion
program. 114 minutes. R. (Opens Friday 11/16 at
Century 14 Downtown, High Ridge)

Creed II
Writer-director Ryan Coogler and star Michael B.
Jordan’s savvy reboot of the Rocky series (focusing
on the son of Rocky Balboa’s old rival) returns
with the next, logical follow-up. Seems that young
Adonis Creed (Jordan) is back in the ring and bat-
tling the son of Rocky’s other major opponent,
Russian monster Ivan Drago (Dolph Lundgren—
who, like Sylvester Stallone, is also hanging out for
a bit). 130 minutes. PG-13. (Opens Tuesday
11/20 at Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Cot-
tonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX &
RPX)

Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindel-
wald
The first Harry Potter spinoff movie ended with in-
triguing villain Colin Farrell transforming into
Johnny Depp in a crazy wig, makeup and contact
lenses. Frankly, the world didn’t need another
over-the-top Johnny Depp character. But we’ve got
it anyway. Seems that wizarding bigwig Albus Dum-
bledore (Jude Law) has sent shy magical zoologist
Newt Scamander (Eddie Redmayne) off on a
quest to find a missing magic-user before evil
Gellert Grindlewald (Depp) does … eh, I don’t
know. This convoluted tale is all set-up and exposi-
tion, feeling exactly like what it is: chapter two of
an already overly long five-part story. 134 min-
utes. PG-13. (Opens Thursday 11/15 at Century
14 Downtown, Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Cottonwood Stadium
16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

A Feast of Man
When a wealthy New York playboy dies unexpect-
edly, his five closest friends are summoned to his
country home for a viewing of this video will. Each
one will become a millionaire overnight—if they
can unanimously agree to consume his dead
body. This broad black comedy lands somewhere
between an old-fashioned stage farce and a Whit
Stillman indie about class mores (complete with
Lloyd Kaufman cameo). 82 minutes. Unrated.
(Opens Saturday 11/17 at Guild Cinema)

Furry Burque Film Festival
Boofy’s Best for Pets presents this inaugural festi-
val, showcasing local short films about our furry
friends. This is a fundraising event for Second
Chance Animal Rescue Inc. Prizes will be awarded
to the best films, based on audience votes. 100
minutes. Unrated. (Opens Saturday 11/17 at
Guild Cinema)

Garry Winogrand: All Things Are Pho-
tographable
Described as something between a “poet” and a
“philosopher” of photography, Garry Winogrand
used his Leica M4 to capture everything from the
Mad Men era of New York City to the Women’s
Movement. Once dismissed by critics, Winogrand’s
“snapshot aesthetic” is now considered the univer-
sal language of contemporary image making. This
first documentary examination of Winogrand’s life

Film Caps  continue on page 25 
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City of Albuquerque Public Art Program
1% for Art’s 40th Anniversary

I
n early 1978, Mayor Harry Kinney
authorized a Committee to Establish an Art
in Public Places Program. The committee

worked for several months on developing what
would become the country’s fifteenth 1% for
Art Program. On November 6t h  1978, the
Albuquerque City Council voted to approve
the finalized 1% for Art Ordinance and on
November 22n d  1978 the recently elected
Mayor David Rusk signed the ordinance into
law. Yes, public art in Albuquerque is more than
just the proverbial “law of the land.”

The public art program was originally
located in what was then the only cultural
affairs related department of Albuquerque
government – the Library Department. Within
a few years the program moved to the Planning
Department and eventually to the Capital
Improvements Program, which eventually
became part of the Department of Municipal
Development. After nearly 32 years, the Public
Art Program was finally moved to the Cultural
Services Department where celebrating arts and
culture was an excellent complement to the
decades of large scale design and construction
efforts to realize public art throughout the city.

During 40 years of Public Art in
Albuquerque, the program has hired and
worked with at least 770 individual professional
artists who were paid for their creativity.
Alongside those 770 professional artists there
have also been hundreds of student interns,
apprentices and others who have been direct
participants in the art making process. The
public art program has had 25 different staff
members who have worked for 10 different
mayors, all of whom have graciously supported
the Public Art Program. Those Mayors in
collaboration with 40 years of City Councilors
have appointed 99 citizens to serve on the
Albuquerque Board over the years. There is
public art in every city council district and
within some of our greatest public facilities such
as the Albuquerque Sunport, across BioPark,
and throughout parks and open spaces from the
Volcanoes to the Sandias!

From frescos to tapestries, and murals to
kinetic sculptures – from mosaic tiles to metal
yuccas, and paintings to photography, your
public art collection has something for
everyone, every time.

For more information about the city's public
art collection please visit
www.cabq.gov/publicart

W E E K L Y  B U S I N E S S  P R O F I L E  •  P A I D  A D V E R T I S M E N T

Are you an artist who would like to learn
more about being a public artist, sign up for
our e-newsletter at www.cabq.gov/publicart

OR, are you interested in volunteering?
Then you'll want to become a Friend of

Public Art! Learn more about our sister non-
profit organization Friends of Public Art, at

www.friendsofpublicartabq.org

On Monday, November 5th 2018 the Albuquerque City Council
recognized their contribution to the setting in motion one of the

county's oldest public art programs.

Join Mayor Tim Keller on Tuesday November 20th at 3:00 pm on live
Facebook to hear the Mayoral Proclamation and learn which

Albuquerquean will be the 100th Arts Board member and which one of
these three new artworks is the 1000th piece of public art in the City

of Albuquerque Public Art Collection.
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her sister is in an online relationship with a man
who may not be what he seems—so she uses her
criminal background to catch the cad. 110 min-
utes. R. (Century 14 Downtown, Century Rio, AMC
Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Win-
rock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

The Nutcracker and the Four Realms
No one who has ever sat through a performance of
The Nutcracker has done so for the slim-to-nonex-
istent story (something about a little girl opening
Christmas presents, a dancing nutcracker who’s
really a prince, a bunch of evil mice and a Sugar
Plum Fairy). Here, Disney tries to amp up the fan-
tasy to Oz The Great and Powerful levels. This in-
volves lots and lots and lots of computer
animation. Mackenzie Foy (The Twilight Saga:
Breaking Dawn) stars. Helen Mirren, Kiera Knight-
ley and Morgan Freeman are in there somewhere
too, wearing crazy wigs. 99 minutes. PG. (Century
Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse, Icon
Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium
16 IMAX & RPX)

The Old Man and The Gun
Robert Redford’s (allegedly) final film is this ex-
tremely low-key crime flick about a seventysome-
thing dude who breaks out of prison and goes on
a bank robbery spree. Based (loosely) on a true
story, it sounds sprightly and exciting. But writer-
director David Lowery (Ain’t Them Bodies Saints, A
Ghost Story) wants to keep this as minimalist a
cinematic exercise as possible. The film trades
well on Redford’s charisma, and he gets some
nice scenes with romantic interest Sissy Spacek.At
the end of the day, though, the film is much more
about quiet conversations in small diners than
gunfights and car chases. Reviewed in v27 i41.
93 minutes. PG-13. (High Ridge)

Overlord

During World War II, a group of American soldiers
(including Kurt Russell’s offspring Wyatt) is shot
down over Nazi-occupied France, but must com-
plete its mission or the invasion of Normandy

can’t happen. The assignment? Defeat an army of
nasty zombies created by Nazi scientists. The ele-
ments of this action-horror outing may be familiar,
but at least the director (Australian up-and-comer
Julius Avery) treats it seriously, eschewing camp
for intense B-movie thrills. 109 minutes. R. (Cen-
tury 14 Downtown, Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere
Cinema, AMC Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood Sta-
dium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Smallfoot
A community of mountain-dwelling Yeti are uncon-
vinced when one of their members (voiced by
Channing Tatum) spots a mythical “Smallfoot” (a
human being). Naturally, our hero goes on a quest
to find the elusive creatures and ends up with
more than he bargained for. James Corden, Zen-
daya, Common, LeBron James, Danny DeVito and
Gina Rodriquez provided the voices for this com-
puter-animated comedy from Warner Animation
Group (makers of The Lego Movie). 96 minutes.
PG. (Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema)

A Star Is Born
Bradley Cooper (the Hangover films) turns writer-
director-star in this remake of the remake of the
remake of the remake of A Star Is Born. Cooper
plays the burned-out stadium rock star who dis-
covers a golden-voiced ingénue (Lady Gaga)
whom he mentors to stardom. (Only to find him-
self eclipsed and drowning his sorrows in booze.)
Lady Gaga is a revelation as both a natural ac-
tress and as a stripped-down singer. Unfortunately,
the film’s first half (featuring lots of romance, con-
cert footage and dreams coming true) is better
than the second half (all bad behavior, melo-
drama and weeping). Reviewed in v27 i40. 135
minutes. R. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown,
Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Sta-
dium 16, Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX, High
Ridge)

Venom
Tom Hardy (The Dark Knight Rises, Mad Max: Fury
Road) stars in this loose spin-off of Marvel’s Spi-
der-Man universe. Hardy plays an investigative re-
porter who finds himself infected by an alien
parasite that gives him superpowers but urges him
to do bad, bad things. The tone flops around a bit,
from dark superhero drama to goofy B-movie com-
edy. Fans of late-’80s/early-’90s Todd McFarlane
comics are the most receptive audience. 112 min-
utes. PG-13. (Century Rio, Century 14 Downtown,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, Cottonwood Stadium 16, Winrock Stadium
16 IMAX & RPX)

What They Had
A middle-aged woman (Hilary Swank) returns
home at her brother’s urging to deal with her
Alzheimer’s-afflicted mother (Blythe Danner) and
the reluctance of her father (Robert Forster) to let
go of their life together. This tangle of serious do-
mestic conflicts is wrapped around the central
issue of evolving parent-child dynamics. It’s fairly
standard stuff for indie dramas, but playwright-
turned-filmmaker Elizabeth Chomko and her tal-
ented cast tackle it with empathy and efficiency.
101 minutes. R. (High Ridge)

Wildlife
Actor Paul Dano (There Will Be Blood) turns writer-
director to adapt Richard Ford’s snow globe of a
novel. Ed Oxenbould (of the cult films The Visit
and Better Watch Out) stars as a teenager mutely
observing the meltdown of his parents’ marriage in
suburban Helena, Mont., circa 1960. Jake Gyllen-
haal is the dad who loses his job and ditches out
on his responsibilities by volunteering as a forest
fire fighter for the summer. Carey Mulligan is the
mom who cozies up to an older local banker who
smells like security. Very little happens, storywise,
but Dano offers some autumnal cinematography
and some fly-on-the-wall anthropology of mid-
century American family values. 104 minutes. PG-
13. (High Ridge)

writer (as well as a way to pay the rent). Nicole
Holofcenter (Lovely & Amazing, Enough Said) con-
tributes the alternately tough and tender screen-
play, which adds some heavy psychological depth
to Lee’s petty-outrageous tale of forgery. But it’s
McCarthy prickly performance that rings true. Re-
viewed in v27 i45. 106 minutes. R. (Century Rio,
High Ridge)

Dr. Seuss’ The Grinch
Reviewed this issue. 90 minutes. PG. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cine-
mas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

The Girl in the Spider’s Web
Stieg Larsson’s Girl With the Dragon Tattoo series
gets yet another soft reboot. This one’s based on
the sequel novel by David Lagercrantz, written after
Larsson’s death. Seems that superhacker/punk-
rock Batgirl Lisbeth Salander (Claire Foy from “The
Crown”) and journalist Mikael Blomkvist (Sverrir
Gudnason) run afoul of a secret criminal organiza-
tion run by Lisbeth’s long-lost evil psycho genius
twin sister (Sylvia Hoeks). These sleekly sadistic
Nordic noir thrillers remain slightly less realistic
than your average James Bond movie. But they
have their fans. 117 minutes. R. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, Flix Brewhouse, Icon Cine-
mas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cinema,
AMC Albuquerque 12, Cottonwood Stadium 16,
Winrock Stadium 16 IMAX & RPX)

Halloween
Although this is technically the 11th film in the
Halloween franchise, indie director David Gordon
Green (George Washington, All the Real Girls,
Prince Avalanche) and his co-writer/pal Danny
McBride (“Eastbound & Down”) erase everything
that happened after John Carpenter’s 1978 origi-
nal to create this direct sequel. It sticks with the
rigidly formulaic rules, but at least it’s got a mildly
proactive twist. Poor, traumatized “final girl” Laurie
Strode (Jamie Lee Curtis) has spent the last 40
years praying for masked slasher Michael Myers to
escape from prison. Seems she’s transformed her-
self into a badass survivalist patiently plotting
Michael’s death. Unfortunately, her family (includ-
ing grown-up daughter Judy Greer) thinks she’s
just crazy paranoid. Turns out she’s not. 106 min-
utes. R. (Century Rio)

The Hate U Give
Suddenly ubiquitous “YA-book-turned-teen-movie”
star Amandla Stenberg (The Hunger Games; Every-
thing, Everything; The Darkest Minds) headlines
this dramatic adaptation of Angie Thomas’ novel
about a young girl who witnesses the fatal shoot-
ing of her best friend at the hands of police. Fac-
ing pressure from all sides, she must find her
voice and stand up for what’s right. 133 minutes.
PG-13. (Cottonwood Stadium 16, Rio Rancho Pre-
miere Cinema)

Hunter Killer
Gerard Butler, Gary Oldman and Common star in
this generic action thriller about an American sub-
marine captain who teams with US Navy SEALs to
rescue the Russian president, who has been kid-
napped by a rogue general. It’s based on the des-
perately Clancy-esque novel Firing Point by George
Wallace and Don Keith. Your dad probably wants
to watch it. 121 minutes. R. (Century Rio, Cotton-
wood Stadium 16)

Night School
A grown-up loser (Kevin Hart) goes back to night
school in hopes of earning his GED. But he falls in
love with the teacher (Tiffany Haddish) instead.
Like ya do. 111 minutes. PG-13. (Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema)

Nobody’s Fool
The now ubiquitous Tiffany Haddish (Girls Trip,
Uncle Drew, Night School, The Oath, “The Last
O.G.”) stars in this comedy-drama for
director/name brand Tyler Perry. The story involves
a women who is released from jail and reunites
with her sister. She soon discovers, however, that

Theater Contact Info:

AMC ALBUQUERQUE 12
3810 Las Estancias Way SW • 544-2360

CENTURY 14 DOWNTOWN
100 Central SW • 243-9555

CENTURY RIO
I-25 & Jefferson • 343-9000

COTTONWOOD STADIUM 16
Cottonwood Mall • (844) 462-7342 ext. #607

FLIX BREWHOUSE
3236 La Orilla NW • 445-8500

GUILD CINEMA

3405 Central NE • 255-1848

HIGH RIDGE
12910 Indian School NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #605

ICON CINEMAS ALBUQUERQUE
13120-A Central Ave. SE • 814-7469

MOVIES 8
4591 San Mateo NE • 888-4773

MOVIES WEST
9201 Coors NW • 898-4664

RIO RANCHO PREMIERE CINEMA
1000 Premiere Parkway • 994-3300

SUB THEATER
UNM (Student Union Building Room 1003) • 277-5608

WINROCK STADIUM 16 IMAX & RPX
2100 Louisiana Blvd. NE • (844) 462-7342 ext. #4058

Film Caps continued from page 22
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W
e don’t know how to break this to you,

gentle readers, but Halloween is over and

Thanksgiving is just around the corner.

That means that Christmas is about to hit us all

like a ton of bricks. You don’t have to go all in

on the Christmas lights and tinsel. You don’t

even have to put up a Christmas tree. But

Christmas is the holiday of giving. And if you’re

going to give presents to friends and loved ones

this season, we here at the Alibi recommend you

hand out as many local, homegrown New

Mexico gifts as possible. It helps boost our local

economy and it’s a great way to show out-of-

town gift recipients your hometown pride. So,

we’ve turned to our section editors to pick some

of their favorite pieces of locally

made/Albuquerque-oriented swag. From music

to food, you’re sure to find something you want

to give … or something you just have to ask

Santa for.  a

ARTY GIFTS

by Maggie Grimason

COMPASS EARRINGS

Casa Brujaja 
casabrujaja.com
and an art market near you!
$70

Have you seen the hammered silver jewelry that

the minds behind local jewelry house Casa Brujaja

have been creating the last several years? Lichen,

dry leaves, snake skin and other natural elements

are amplified and showcased in carefully

constructed glass and silver. These pieces are

uniquely of the desert and as the creators describe

them, “look delicate, but feel durable.” The

compass earrings offer a classic inverted triangle

shape that complements any look—and you can

choose antler lichen, white feather or snakebelly as

the core element of your unique piece. These

charms, because they are made by hand, from

delicate, temporal scraps of nature, are something

close to magic.

BOTANICAL HAND BALM 

Dryland Wilds
Paradise Club
115 Seventh Street NW
and drylandwilds.com
$12

If you haven’t had the opportunity to meet the folks

that run Dryland Wilds or try out any of their

desert-derived, wild harvested and handcrafted

wares, you’re seriously missing out. Aside from

making beautiful products—perfumes, soap,

deodorant, incense, etc.—that smells exactly like

home (or, OK, if not exactly “home,” then the best

parts of New Mexico), these women run foraging

workshops, perfume creation labs and are always

down to share their wisdom. On top of a full

schedule of creation and teaching, they make time

to give back with their talents, like by selling

special addition scents (for example their Northern

Jaguar Preserve Perfume) and returning some of

their profits toward preservation of the lands from

which they were derived. Their hand balm is a good

place to begin sampling their products—try the

greasewood sent, an earthy mix of scrub bush resin

and desert rain.

DESERT LIFE TEE

Organ Mountain Outfitters
Spur Line Supply Co. 
800 20th Street NW, Ste. A
$24

Las Cruces' Organ Mountain Outfitters has your

high desert fashion aspirations covered. From

southern New Mexico, this family operation designs

simple graphic tees, backpacks, coffee mugs and

more for those outward bound. Their designs

highlight the singular outline that the Organs cut

across the sky, but also more broadly, draw from

many of the things that are great, beautiful and

worth showing off about the landscapes of the

Southwest, and of New Mexico in particular. You

can pick up this super soft T-shirt with simple script

that declares your commitment to the desert life

locally at Spur Line Supply Co.

LANA DURA POT HOLDERS

lanadura.com and 
Seppanen & Daughters Fine Textiles
2879 State Road 14, Madrid
$22

The goal of Taos-based Lana Dura is “to give sheep

a job.” In that spirit, Minna White, the mastermind

behind the enterprise, started raising sheep in

Vermont in 1983. Awhile later, she relocated to

Taos, and the seeds for Lana Dura were sewn.

White started producing felt creations using only

Navajo-Churro sheep, which she had raised. This

particular breed has a long history for use in

textiles, and now is considered rare, even. These

days the small studio produces all sorts of fiber

crafts with utility direct from Taos to many stockists

around the state and country. Their pot holders are

a simple item that can elevate the everyday, and

make an easy, but tremendously useful gift for

anyone with a kitchen to deck out.  

FOODIE GIFTS

by Robin Babb

CERAMIC PLACE SETTING

Hanselmann Pottery
4908 Corrales Road
Starting at $142 for a single place setting

“Dining in” trends have moved away from six

courses and Martha Stewart-esque table settings

and towards potlucks and simpler, fresher fare in

the past several years, and we’re pretty happy

about that. With this sea change has come a

refreshed appreciation for handmade kitchenware

and ceramics, like the beautiful and understated

pieces from Hanselmann Pottery in Corrales. The

speckled eggshell color of all their pottery can

match any other silver or dishware, and the

handmade, wabi sabi look is as homey as a

roaring fire in the hearth. For the home cook or the

homebody, a few place settings—which consist of

their 6" breakfast bowl, 8.5" salad plate, and 10"

dinner plate—are the perfect gift to make every

meal a little more special.

Local Gift Guide 2018

Drinking chocolate from Eldora Craft Chocolate ELDORA CRAFT CHOCOLATECOURTESY OF CASA BRUJAJAThe Compass Earrings by local jewelery makers Casa Brujaja

Local Gift Guide  continues on page 28 
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their 6" breakfast bowl, 8.5" salad plate, and 10"

dinner plate—are the perfect gift to make every

meal a little more special.

GIFT CARD FOR HOMEBREWERS

Southwest Grape and Grain
3401 Candelaria Blvd. NE, Ste. E/G
swgrapeandgrain.com
$25 to $1,000

Every self-described beer snob is either already

brewing their own beer or is a step away from doing

so. For those beer people on your gift list who have

yet to make the plunge into homebrewing, there’s

no better way to get them started than to send

them to Southwest Grape and Grain, the

headquarters of all things homebrewing and

fermenting in Albuquerque. Not only are these folks

wise in their art, they’re also super friendly and

happy to share that wisdom with others. Although

you could take the plunge and buy the Brewer’s

Best Equipment Kit ($140), which has everything a

first-time homebrewer needs to get started, I

recommend a gift card simply because it will

actually get the giftee into the store, where they

can get recipes and advice from the staff. A gift

card to SWG&G is good both for equipment and for

any of the many classes they host throughout the

year.

ELDORA DRINKING CHOCOLATE

Eldora Craft Chocolate
8114 Edith Blvd. NE
Eldorachocolate.com
$16

No, we’re not drinking hot cocoa this winter. This is

drinking chocolate, and it’s about 1,000 times

better than the old Swiss Miss you’ve got in the

pantry. Eldora, the new bean-to-bar chocolatier in

Albuquerque, makes this dark chocolate drink that

comes in bars of eight servings each. In this

special Aztec-style chocolate, roasted cacao is

mixed with a little raw cane sugar, mamey seed

and rosita de cacao for creaminess and a floral,

fruity taste. Melt these down and mix with a little

hot water or milk, and you’ve got a new seasonal

tradition on your hands.

BOW AND ARROW GROWLER

Bow and Arrow Brewing Co.
608 McKnight Ave. NW
bowandarrowbrewing.com
$45

I know that a growler is a growler is a growler no

matter what brewery it’s from, but here’s the thing:

Not only does Bow and Arrow have some of my

favorite beers in the city, they’ve also got the

coolest looking growlers. If you follow them on

social media, then maybe you’ve also seen their

classy white vacuum-sealed growlers that look like

they’re designed to go into outer space. Fill one of

those bad boys up with B&A’s Denim Tux lager or

their fantastic Cosmic Arrow saison and slap a bow

on it—that’s my idea of a good holiday. 

MUSICAL GIFTS

by August March

PYTHAGORAS VIOLIN

Anne Cole, Violinmaker
3908 Camino de la Sierra NE
annecoleviolinmaker.com
$18,000

All of the highly crafted instruments created by

Cole, from the Pythagoras to the Winnie the Pooh

Cello, are totally unique, cut and assembled and

tempered into objects d'art that also sing and hum

and glide as beautifully as the stringed creations of

yore that were crafted in Europe in the 18th

century. The difference here is a modern attention

to detail as well an instrument built in the desert to

withstand the dry and dusty onslaught of time

STEP UP

WHAT TO BRING:

STATE ID OR DL     PROOF OS SOCIAL SECURITY     PROOF OF ADDRESS

bplplasma.com

2 Great Locations:
22 Yale Blvd SE.(505-266-5729)

701 2nd St. (505-842-6991)

SIT DOWN GET PAID

EARN ON AVERAGE UP TO

$250
A MONTH*
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your friend that holds the first violin chair at the

MET or maybe the one you knew in grad school

that's holding the number one position down at the

Chicago Symphony. For anyone in a regional

orchestra, though, the price may be about a year's

pay—but then again flair has a lot to do with

advancement in this, your chosen field.

M-1 CLASSICAL GUITAR

Pimentel & Sons Guitar Makers
3316 Lafayette Dr. NE
pimentelguitars.com
$2,700

For some players, a guitar is more than a means to

an end. The instrument can be a lifelong

companion, a source of inspiration, even a teacher

of sorts. That keen personal relationship between a

musician and a musical device is the reason many

musicians seek out handcrafted, individually

tailored instruments on which to pursue their

melodic and harmonic dreams. For guitaristas the

world over, Albuquerque is known as the home of

Pimentel & Sons, a family of luthiers that produce

some of the most beautiful, purest sounding string

instruments ever carved, assembled and tuned by

lovingly human hands. If your level of playing

demands the highest level of presentation and

acoustic performance, then you may already be

playing one of the masterful, musical objects

created by one of the Pimentels. If not, then start

with their basic model, the M-1 at only $2,700, it

represents a fine beginning to to any axe-wielders

personal and plucky path.

ENDLINGS T-SHIRT

Sicksicksick Distro
storenvy.com/products/19890602-endlings-t-
shirt
$16

Endlings is the name of the def and dangerously

dank recording recently created by Albuquerque

composers Raven Chacon and John Dieterich. The

stuff I wrote about this cryptically consuming

recording went something like this: “This is an

intense work, and compositions like ‘I Make it Fall’

and ‘I Believe That She Did It Her Way’ are ample

proof that Chacon and his many co-conspirators

have the market cornered on relevant, metallic

experimentalism—in an age that would seemingly

otherwise embrace light and fluffy with aplomb.”

Wow! And now, listeners to this homage to devilish

noise can sport a T-shirt that proclaims their

plutonic proclivities with, what else, aplomb.

Featuring original artwork by the musicians, as

featured on the first release of the record—the

second pressing of Endlings was released on

Stoned to Death Records back in June and

features artwork by Frantisek Kara, btw. For less

than a Jackson, buying and wearing this T-shirt is a

sick way to show off your love for the local avant-

garde, Satanic or not.

MUSIC LESSONS

New Mexico School of Music
136 Washington St. SE, Ste. J
nmschoolofmusic.com
$120 to $240 per month
$32 to $62 per lesson
Gift Certificates Available!

Um, I'm not trying to cause any static, but learning

to play a musical instrument is a gift that is not

something limited by time or substance, but rather

something that expands the mind towards the

infinite while teaching the body structure, rhythm

and self-mastery. Starting the uplifting journey

toward understanding and practicing a set of

musical skills can be started anytime, and the

holidays—which gives us all a time to ponder our

movement forward—are a perfect temporal location

to begin. The New Mexico School of Music offers

private and group instruction to all students

FEATURE | LOCAL GIFT GUIDE 
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interested in expanding their reach, temperament

and skill on instruments as diverse as the piano,

guitar, voice and orchestral instruments from the

cello to the clarinet; the conservatory setting,

staffed by notable locals of renown as well UNM

and CNM Music Department regulars and famed

composer/instrumentalists like Michael Mauldin

and Panaoitis ensure that a hearty and

academically sound music curriculum is delivered

in innovative and engaging ways. 

SMOKIN’ GIFTS

by Joshua Lee

CBD GIFT BASKET

My CBD Shop
8100 Wyoming Blvd. NE, Ste. M6 
Starting at $50
my-cbd-shop.com

You've probably started noticing your friends and

family glazing over when you proselytize about CBD.

You tell them that there's evidence that it helps

treat pain, inflammation, anxiety and insomnia.

They smile and nod, but the lights aren't on. The

truth: They're bored. Talk is cheap, buddy, and you

can't expect them to just go diving in all willy nilly.

CBD is used in all manner of products, and just

knowing where to start is a chore in itself. Do you

eat it? Do you vape it? Are we all supposed to be

experts on the difference between a cream and a

salve? It would be way less stressful on everybody

if you'd just let the good people at My CBD Shop

whip up a sampler basket for your loved one

instead of beating their ears all day. The baskets

are completely customizable and can include

samples of edibles, topicals, drinks, vapes and

other products. If you're in a rush, they have a few

premade baskets for bath time, vaping and your

pet that are ready to take out the door. Maybe you

can stop beating that dead horse and bury the

poor thing once and for all.

DABBING STARTER KIT

Everest Apothecary
9237 Fourth Street NW 
everestnm.com
$60

Wax has changed the game for med consumption.

Its high THC percentages will get you where you're

going faster than any other method, and it's way

cheaper in the long run. The only problem is

hunting down all the whozits and whatsits needed

to get started. You'll need a dab rig (the dreaded

apparatus), a “nail,” a torch and a whole bunch of

other gadgets. Looking for all the parts can get

expensive and frustrating. The whole thing is

confusing, and trying to get recommendations on

where exactly to begin is nearly impossible without

pen, paper and a good deal of patience. The good

news: Someone already took note of the issue and

are rushing to help. Once you've got the basic rig

setup, Everest Apothecary has you covered on all

the other fronts. Their silicone dab starter kit comes

with peripheral wax paraphernalia like a nectar

collector, silicone storage trays and a dab stick,

meaning you can leave all the guesswork up to the

specialists. It will also save you from buying new

shoes when the old ones wear out while you run all

over town.

GLASS

Organtica
4001 Menaul Blvd. NE
organtica.com
Birdland
3213 Central NE 
birdlandthehippiestore.com
Up In Smoke
9250 Golf Course Rd. NW
Starting at $5

Sure, it's an obvious gift, but that's why it's a

classic. Pipes, bongs, rigs and all the other types of

glassware out there are still the cornerstones of a

healthy cannabis diet. Everyone loves a new pipe,

because they can pretend it's their first time all

over again. Now it might be tempting to be lazy and

just get a little corncob pipe or a cheap chillum for

your friend, but if you're really trying to impress

them, you'll need to get a unique, locally-made

piece of glass that will delight them with its

cleverness and artistry. Finding the perfect pipe

could take some shopping, though, so strap in. A

good place to start could be Organtica, where a

different local artist's work is featured every month.

They have some nicely designed beginner pipes for

those who want something cute, but affordable. If

you want to take it to another level, head over to

Birdland and check out the impressive selection of

locally-made glass art that will please any smoker

on your list. To really make someone love you,

check out the incredible work of Goatboi, featured

at Up In Smoke. Many of the pieces come with a

hefty price tag, but their delicate craftsmanship

makes them priceless. a
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Train Conductor

MUSIC | FEATURE

The Train Conductor
Will Byrne on a trip through time

BY AUGUST MARCH

N
otes on the Duke City’s long-running

psychedelic music scene, part three, it is to

be believed:
For its psychedelic flava, Burque of yore

relied on Lance Records bands—especially like
The Kreeg and Lincoln Street Exit—to
provide some semblance of a scene in the face
of much more popular local acts that played
instrumental surf rock or Spanish rock. On the
fringes of all of that as one decade segued into
the next, outrageous outliers like Madrid’s
Family Lotus filled in, providing far-flung,
trippy musical experiences on the forest’s edge.

In the ’70s Latin-influenced R&B was the
thing here as the decade dawned. Later, clever
cover bands and ponderous but somehow
danceable yacht rockers like the Planets and
the Soxx took over El Duque’s popular music
scene, leaving little room for psychedelic
sound flavors or their corollary astral
experiences, especially at mundane locations
in the Heights, places with names like Friar’s
Pub and Alfalfa’s, for Chrissakes.

When punk broke in Burque at the end of
that otherwise un-notable 10 years of self-
indulgent local music making, slithery
psychedelic music snaked in right behind and
local bands like Crawling Walls and The
Strawberry Zotz gained prominence while
visitors from other realms, like San Francisco’s
Korphu and OKC’s Flaming Lips began to
make appearances in a nascent, city-spanning
scene that thankfully included said Duke City.

As one millennium ended and another
began, Albuquerque’s psychedelic music scene
went underground again. And although aughts
efforts like Oh, Ranger! and Mistletoe sported
some psychedelic accoutrements, pop punk
and metal began a wide, buzz-killing swath
through the town. Those two sub-genres,
along with the rise of hip-hop, served to
submerge the more fantastical, loudly
celebrating the supposed end of a genre that
stood for experimentation and transcendent
tuneage.

Luckily, like most things in nature that
adhere to a cyclic existence, psych was bound
to see a resurgence. That swing back toward
the ornate and unknown realms of the musical
mind came about 10 years ago in this desert
town. Bands with names like YOU, the Holy
Glories, Sun Dog and Train Conductor started
gigging at the largely accommodating hipster
central, Sister Bar. And so, a thing long buried
became a beacon of black light for rocanrol
listeners floating here and there in the middle
of Dirt City.

Last week, Will Byrne, the bandleader of
über-popular psychonaut music collective
Train Conductor—which also features James
Sturgis, Mark Campagna, John Deyhle and
Andy Ward—stopped by Alibi HQ to review
all of this heady information with me. As we

discussed the advent of a new Train Conductor
CD and subsequent hootenanny over the
whole tripped out project he conducts, the
sublime and substantial smoke of psychedelia
filled the air, imbuing our conversation with
wonder as well as a rocked out sort of new
reality. Serio.

Weekly Alibi: For those readers who

remain unfamiliar with what you are

about, how about an introduction to Train

Conductor?

Will Byrne: I’ve been a part of the psych rock
music scene for at least the past decade. You
may remember me from my first band, Small
Flightless Birds. That was about 10 years ago. I
left Albuquerque and that broke up the band,
back in 2009. I moved to Fort Worth, Texas,
to work for the railroad. BNSF Railway.

Wow, that sounds intense. Was that good

work?

It was great for my career.

Were you really, like, a train conductor?

No. [Laughs] I actually mapped the railroad; I
worked on locomotive databases.

So, like GIS and maps and that sort of

thing?

GIS. I do GIS.

Excellent! I hear that’s a really happening

tech field right now, as humanity tries to

wrestle with all the infrastructure it has

created. Anyway, that journey led you

back to Albuquerque to pursue music

further?

Well, I wanted to take a break from Texas,
basically. 

I get that. I was born in El Paso and my

wife is from east Texas.

I fell in love with New Mexico, it’s an easy

thing to do. I’m from Pennsylvania, originally,
from outside of Philadelphia. I dropped out of
high school and moved here when I was 16
and fell in love with this state, the colors, the
land. It was my dream for a while to buy some
property in the East Mountains. So I did that,
I bought five acres.

That’s really cool that you found your

home here in New Mexico! Did that move,

that realization, come with a creative

impetus to make music?

I would say so. I use my home as a recording
studio. I’ve recorded [other psych] bands like
Sun Dog and YOU out there.

So, what’s going on with your new album?

Where is it coming from, where will it go?

So, I took a different approach with this one. I
kinda let improvisation work to develop the
sense of psychedelia. It’s a collaborative effort
in that one of us comes up with an idea and
then presents it to the rest. We flesh out the
ideas in the studio by improvising around
them. We embrace improvisation as a method
that enhances the psychedelia inherent in our
sound.

When you say psychedelia what do you

mean? What does it really come down to

with regards to that form in rocanrol?

It revolves around mind-altering substances, of
course. I hope you’re not offended. 

No, I don’t mind at all. I’m chronic. I smoke

for medical and recreational reasons; but

also for spiritual, for psychedelic reasons,

too. It’s a peaceful way, you get to

experience all sorta sublime things. Does

your music engender those sorts of

experiences?

Yes. Definitely. The new record, called Warm
Adobe Brain, represents the evolution of sound
through the psychedelic experience!

Where did the title come from?

There’s a type of Piñon brand coffee called
“Warm Adobe.”

What’s up with that? Is that a warmer,

more earthy flavor, maybe?

I don’t think there’s a flavor strictly associated
with it. But one Saturday morning when I
woke up, I was drinking coffee and, you know,
warm adobe was now in my brain. I thought,
“I’m going to record some warm adobe brain.”

That’s cool, that sort of casual causality,

that’s like for realz surrealism. I think

seeing the interconnectedness of

everything is part of the psychedelic

experience, right?

That’s for sure.

Besides strictly psychotropic influences

what sort of musical or personal

influences and experiences went into this

new work?

Our bassist Mark called this album a result of
me falling in love with a machine. I did the
recording on a Tascam 388 reel-to-reel that’s
been kinda tossed around the local music
scene for some time. We took it up to Denver,
had it calibrated, had the heads cleaned. We
couldn’t find that sort of service in
Albuquerque. I even asked John [Dwyer] from
the Oh Sees! how to get it fixed.

[Laughs] That’s funny. I like John a lot; he

has an encyclopedic knowledge of prog

rock!

He’s also an expert on Tascam recorders! After
that series of episodes, I sorta let the tape take
over. There’s a lot of dubbing, which is
interesting with tape. I never had the
opportunity to edit tape before. Because of
that, Warm Adobe Brain is a simpler approach
to psychedelia.

So, is there a tour coming up, too?

We’re talking about it right now. Texas. That’s
a possibility.

What’s important to you, now as you

prepare for the next episode?

The careful placement and management of
instrumentation. Also, I’m listening to a lot of
Willie Nelson right now. And Suuns, I listen
to a lot of that too.

I get it; it’s like all totally psychedelic!

Right on. I’m good with that. a

Train Conductor • CD Release Party

with Red Light Cameras, Constant Harmony and

Heaven’s Gate

Friday, Nov. 16, 8pm • Sister

407 Central Ave. NW • FREE • 21+

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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MUSIC | INTERVIEW

Talkin’ About Very Free and Easy
In a wooden ship with David Crosby

BY AUGUST MARCH

L
ast week I read with interest an article in

the local daily about two-time rocanrol hall

of famer and longtime rock god David

Crosby. From the tone of the piece—clearly

designed to grab traction with an aging

audience—from the very lede itself, it seemed

safe to assume that Crosby was in his dotage,

enjoying lotsa times off and his dogs, too. 
Of course that’s all bullshit. The dude who

founded The Byrds and then brought Stephen
Stills, Graham Nash and Neil Young together
to form one of the grandest folk rock ensembles
of them all isn’t really sitting around waiting
for an inevitable sunset—complete with tons of
well-wishers and remembrances. Crosby was so
busy that he had to personally reschedule his
interview with Weekly Alibi three times.

Each time his management would call and
say that the rock icon had so much going on,
whether interviews, appearances or a nascent
tour with his post-millennial millennial band,
that he had to find another time to talk.

That’s okay, I’ve heard Crosby can be
difficult, that his brain moves at warp speed.
But it was damn encouraging to hear that I was
probably right about the Journal article. It was
like propaganda in reverse, I reckoned as I
waited a fourth time to get on the horn with
Crosby.

As I waited, I thought about his music past
and present. That first Byrds album was damn
good. CSN and CSN and Y were staples
growing up in my upper middle class hippie
household. I first saw Crosby Stills and Nash at
Tingley Coliseum in 1984, when dude was still
dangerously drug-damaged and looking forward
to a much-needed liver transplant.

Now, more than 30 years on, he was hitting
it with the Lighthouse Band, a trio of
twentysomethings who had moved him back
toward relevance as he informed their work
with harmonic hijinks to beat the band. The
result was an album with enough rock-steady
cred to require a feature in Rolling Stone. I knew
that talking with Crosby would be interesting
to readers who might happen by his show in
Burque on Thursday, Nov. 15 at the National
Hispanic Cultural Center; if only I could get
him on the phone.

Then, like magic sometimes happens,
unannounced and mostly unexpected, my
telephone rang on Friday afternoon. It was a
California number calling in. It was David
Crosby, rightly rushed but brightly brilliant,
clear and confident about his evolving place in
the rocanrol pantheon.

Weekly Alibi: Hello.

David Crosby: Hey it’s Crosby.

Wow, David Crosby! How are you man?

I’m fine, thanks.

It’s a real honor to talk to you, needless to

say. Of course people are talking about

your new album, Here If You Listen, which

is what I’d like to discuss today—keeping in

mind that you are widely regarded as a

cultural icon and political activist as well.

So I wanna roll with that and see where we

end up in a few minutes.

That sounds excellent.

The new album, I’m told, is a collaborative

effort. What has making that new album

and touring it been like?

Well, it’s been wonderful. I’m a very lucky guy.
I met Michael League recently, he’s the
bandleader and composer for a jazz band called
Snarky Puppy. He’s very talented and he
introduced me to Becca Stevens and Michelle
Willis. They’re two singer-songwriters who are
extremely gifted. We made this as a group
record. The first one, the first Lighthouse
record was a David Crosby record; League co-
produced with me and the two ladies came and
sang a little bit. I wrote one song with them.
But for this one, I was impressed with them
that I decided to make a group record. I wanted
to write it together and sing it together. They
said, “Are you sure?” and I said, “Yes, there is
some chemistry there and I can feel it.” So they
jumped in and the record is the result. We
thought this album up together and it’s
outstanding. I can’t tell you how fun it has
been.

You spoke about one of your new

collaborators having a jazz background,

which is something you seem to go back to,

occasionally. I know you did a jazz band

with your son, and also jammed with Phil

Collins, who has also demonstrated an

affinity for jazz with his Brand X project.

How did that proclivity play into your

songwriting this time around?

They worked out, heavily. I always liked jazz
and I’m a natural for the more complex chords;
I really like the more intricate chord changes
found in jazz music. Always have.

I’ve also noticed over the years, that your

tunings reflect that complexity. In the

history of American popular music, you

seem like the source as far as that method

of expression goes.

I like ’em. I really love those tunings! I started
out doing them because I was listening to jazz
piano players who use these big, thick, dense
chords. I really liked listening to that and I
wanted to play those chords. My peers let me
do that. We started doing inversions of the
chords you don’t hear otherwise. They’re kinda
wonderful that way. The people who really
took that technique to its end are Joni
Mitchell, who taught me a great deal about jazz
and the guitarist Michael Hedges.

Do you think about those influences as you

proceed through rocanrol-landia?

I mention those essential influences all the
time and I listen all of the time. I listen to
everybody. I listen to brand new people you
probably haven’t heard yet!

That’s interesting because your name

keeps coming up as an influence, whether

through The Byrds or Crosby, Stills and

Nash. Then there’s the jazz thing. And now

you’re gigging with these up-and-coming

musicians. How do you keep going at the

tender age of 77?

I just play the music, man. I’m a very lucky guy.
I have bunch of friends that are really, really
good to me. I have two very excellent bands.
The Lighthouse Band is acoustic, then I have
the other band, the electric band, the Sky
Trails band with jazzer Jeff Pevar and my son
James Raymond. Between the two, I’m able to
work almost all of the time. I like that. A lot.

So, what does a day look like for David

Crosby?

We wake up in our hotel and try to find
something for breakfast, but usually, nobody’s
serving breakfast [by that time of day]. We go,
and eventually get to the theater. We do a
sound check. We do a show. And then we get
some pizza, roll down the road and do it all
over again. It’s a hard existence for somebody
my age. It was a lot easier when I was younger.
But the time that is spent playing, the time we
spend on stage singing, is pure joy.

So you’ve been doing this for 50 years,

that’s amazing. If you could go back to the

autumn of 1968 and tell your younger self

something essential about the future,

from your vantage point, now on tour,

what would it be?

I’d tell him not to do any hard drugs. That’s a
waste of time.

So, all that psychedelia …

No, just hard drugs, coke and heroin. That
doesn’t include LSD and it certainly doesn’t
include pot. Marijuana doesn’t do any harm at
all, it’s fine stuff. But hard drugs are a complete
waste of time and very destructive too. That’s
what I would tell my younger self. Don’t do
that.

Did those indulgences affect your work in

a way you’re not happy about?

Sure. Of course. I wasted time. You only get a
certain amount of time in this life, man. If you
waste any of it, you are being stupid.

At the same time, you created some of the

most memorable music of the 20th

century ...

Uh, I made some songs. Let’s move on from the
past. I don’t really think of the past stuff. I’m
proud of the work and everything; The Byrds,
CSN and CSNY. We did some good work and
I’m proud of it, but I don’t think about it at all.
I think about what I have got to do today and
want to do tomorrow; what I would like to do
next year. That’s where my head is now. a

An Evening with David Crosby and Friends

Thursday, Nov. 15 • 7:30pm

National Hispanic Cultural Center • Journal Theater

1701 Fourth Street SW • $58 to $78

PHOTO BY ANNE WEBBER
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Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY NOV 15
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Austin Van Country •
country • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Le Chat Lunatique • Gypsy jazz, swing •
6pm • FREE

CASA DE BENAVIDEZ Hector Pimental Trio • classical, flamenco •
5:30pm • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Leprous • The Coma Recovery • metal • Patema •
progressive • 8pm

MYKONOS CAFÉ & TAVERNA Hector Pimentel • classical,
flamenco • 5:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Brahma • country • 6pm • FREE

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Luvin Life Duo • variety • 6pm

SISTER Blockhead • electronic, hip-hop • Yppah • Arms and
Sleepers • 9pm

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Russell James and Friends •
variety • 8pm • FREE • 21+

FRIDAY NOV 16
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Jo Aragon and
Mean Street Band • variety • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CASA DE BENAVIDEZ Hector Pimental Trio • classical, flamenco •
5:30pm • ALL-AGES!

THE COOPERAGE Taarka • acoustic Americana, gypsy jazz • 8pm

THE COUNTY LINE BBQ Los Radiators • acoustic folk, rock, blues •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DRAGON HORN TAVERN Odd Dog • classic rock • 8:30pm • FREE •
21+

EL PATRON NORTH Chile Pi • pop, folk, acoustic • 6:30pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

JAM SPOT All Out Rap Battle • hip-hop • 7pm • $0-$100 • 13+

KILT CHECK BREWING COMPANY Dogbrain • blues, rock • 8pm •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD BoBo • Rj • hip-hop, electronic, indie • Vagabond
Mafia • TiO • B Wrap Babeh • 8pm

MCM ELEGANTE HOTEL Chaunté Wayans • variety • 9pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Russian Girlfriends • rock, punk • 11pm

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT DJ M Martinez •
dance, electronic • 9pm • FREE • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Michael Moxey • country, alter-
native, rock • 6pm • FREE

SIDE EFFEX The Lick • Papa Beats • DJ LRT • hip-hop • 9pm • 21+

SISTER Train Conductor • psychedelic • Constant Harmony • pop,
alternative • Red Light Cameras • Heavens Gate • 9pm

SMOKE HAVEN Diva DeVille • rap • G Precious • Treez of the 505 •
Skript-O • 7pm

STONE FACE TAVERN AOR • classic rock • 8:30pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Kelsey Manning • variety • 5pm • FREE •
21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Gin and Jazz • Eddie Brewer
and the Manic Episodes • jazz, swing, bossa nova • Jame McIntyre
Jazz Quartet • 5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Ryan and Jake • folk, country •
Happy Hour Jams • 5pm • FREE • 21+

SATURDAY NOV 17
B2B2 BARRIO Shimon King and The B2 Free Agents • jazz •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Jeff Noel • acoustic
guitar • 4:30pm • Artist Robinson • variety • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE COOPERAGE DJ Salsa • salsa • 9:30pm • $5 • 21+

JAM SPOT SECRETS • post hardcore • D20 • Capture • Aurora Under
Water • Dakota Ave • 6pm • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Pherkad • funk, garage rock • Olaf • Eugene • neo-
R&B • Russell James Pyle • folk, singer-songwriter • Eventide •
Americana • 9pm

LEGENDS THEATER @ ROUTE 66 CASINO Los 15 Grandes De
Nuevo Mexico • Latin • 7:30pm

LEO’S NIGHTCLUB The Delfonics • soul, R&B • 6pm

O’BEAN’S COFFEE Alchemie • indie, modern rock • 8:30am •
FREE • ALL-AGES!

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Tres Pendejos • rock, pop,
reggae • 7pm • FREE

ROUTE 66 CASINO Todd Tijerina Trio • blues, dance, roots, rock •
9pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Bardo • classical guitar • 6pm

SIDEWINDERS The Largest Women’s Dance • 7pm • $10 • 21+

SISTER Rude Behavior Presents Bass Night • Despise • Shoebox •
9pm

STONE FACE TAVERN Odd Dog • classic rock • 8:30pm • FREE •
21+

SUNSHINE THEATER Dom Kennedy • hip-hop • 7pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Paul Hunton • singer-songwriter, indie,
Americana • 5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK The Timewreckers • cosmic
country • 8pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Julian Dossett • Western, swing,
blues, jazz, rockabilly • 5pm • FREE • 21+

SUNDAY NOV 18
CANTEEN BREWHOUSE Dusty Low • folk, Americana • 4pm • FREE

CASA DE BENAVIDEZ Hector Pimental • classical, flamenco •
11:30am • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Philip H Anselmo and The Illegals • Child Bite • noise
rock • 8pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Shrewd • house • Sweet Nothin’ • garage
rock • North by North • Nizhoni Girls • punk • 8pm • 21+

MONDAY NOV 19
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Marie Manning
and Matt Palmer • variety • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Broadside • hardcore • With Confidence • Sleep On
It • pop punk • Small Talks • 7pm

SUNSHINE THEATER King Lil G • hip-hop, rap • Rittz • 7pm

TUESDAY NOV 20
O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob Hill Tuesday Homie Hangout • stand-up
comedy • 9pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY BYOV: Bring Your Own Vinyl •
6pm • FREE • 21+

STEEL BENDER BREWYARD Tom Gutierrez • rock • 6pm

ZULLO’S BISTRO Open Mic • 7pm • FREE • 18+

WEDNESDAY NOV 21
THE BARELAS EVENT CENTER Zack Quintana • The Rudy Boy
Experiment • rock, blues • 7pm • $15-$20

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin • rock
’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Tylor Brandon Band • acoustic, country • 9pm

LAUNCHPAD Like Moths to Flames • metalcore • Oceans Ate
Alaska • post-hardcore • Phinehas • Novelists • 7pm

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Mello Mood Open Mic • 7pm

PONDEROSA BREWING COMPANY The Draft Sessions Open
Mic • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM Casual
Wednesdays Comedy Open Mic • 8pm • FREE • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY The Joseph General Band •
reggae, world beat, hip-hop • 8pm • FREE

SISTER Leftover Soul • vinyl dance party • 5 Year Anniversary •
9pm

STILL SPIRITS Afro-Latinx Night • Dj Anjo • Afro-beats, soul • DJ
Haycyon • Latin, funk, hip-hop • 8pm • FREE • 21+

SUNSHINE THEATER The Wonder Years • Have mercy on me • oso
oso • alt.rock • Shortly • 6:30pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Tom Bennett • folk, one man band •
5pm • FREE • 21+
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To inquire about 

booth and sponsorship opportunities please

call (505) 346-0660 ext. 248

or email advertising@alibi.com

March 23, 2019

11am-5pm

at the
Santa Fe Convention Center

Building the Cannatopia
Creating our future for the cannabis and hemp industry.

presents

Doorprizes courtesy of

Midnig
ht

Movie

Madnes
s

PRESENTS

How about a little duck for Thanksgiving?

Friday
and Saturday,
Nov. 23 and 24

10:30pm

NEW ROOF 

with 

WARRANTY

Additional income through separate leased space

Fantastic redevelopment opportunity located in the nexus of 
Albuquerque night life

Geltmore, LLC – (505) 294-8625

Schedule your tour today!
david@geltmore.com 
kalvin@geltmore.com

F 

ANTY Geltmore, LLC – (505) 294-8625

Looking to put your own spin on an iconic Downtown location?

Lofty Ceilings 

Natural Light 

Skylights

Exposed Brick 

Unique Angles

413 Central Ave NW

Lookinggg to pput yyour own spin

FOR SALEFOR SALE



BAKED GOODS | CANNABIS NEWS BY JOSHUA LEE

Goodbye, Sweet Prince
Sessions gets the boot
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quick buck. What if cannabis really was the
Devil? What if it actually was a gateway drug
capable of undermining the very moral fabric of
our society? No wonder he had that look of

panic in his eye at every turn—the look of a
man flabbergasted and on the verge of tears.

In another life, Sessions could have been
a hero. He just got the wrong set of

instructional input. He probably
needs a real bear hug. I guess I could
send him a letter (he doesn’t use
Twitter) letting him know he isn’t
universally hated …

Well. I hadn’t planned to
spend so much time talking about
it. I suppose I’ll miss the ol’ Sesh.

I had a pretty good running
gag about him turning into
a stone gargoyle on top of
the Robert F. Kennedy

building every night when
the sun went down. I would’ve

loved to have used it a few more
times. C’est la vie.

I’ll just have to come up with
something worse for the next jag off.

And if you’re still doing cartwheels and singing
hosannas, then you should probably take a break
and think about the future. It isn’t strictly
cannabis-related, so I’m leery to mention it, but
Sessions getting fired had nothing to do with his
drug policy. Most likely it had everything to do
with the fact that he recused himself from the
Mueller Russia investigation. He was replaced
by his chief of staff, Matt Whitaker, who has
been outspoken against the investigation on
numerous occasions, including a 2017 op-ed he
wrote for CNN, in which he said the
investigation into Russian election meddling
was “dangerously close” to “crossing a line” if it
investigated President Donald Trump’s finances.

So that’s who’ll be in charge of certain key
aspects of the investigation, like whether to
subpoena the president or approve criminal
charges of individuals in the case. He’ll also
have control over what parts of Mueller’s final
report get published, if any. 

And the future looks sour, too. If Whitaker is
given the position permanently, the cannabis
industry in particular could be in for a shitstorm.
While running in the Republican primary for
US Senate in Iowa, he criticized the
Department of Justice for declining to prosecute
cannabis violations in states where it was legal.
And who knows what could happen if it’s
someone else? 

Headlines are currently trumpeting Chris
Christie as a possible replacement, which could
be good for us, considering he recently seemed
to flip-flop on the legalization issue.
Traditionally (and fervently) anti-marijuana,
Christie told a crowd at Politicon last month
that he had been convinced that it was a states’
rights issue. He would later go on to say “states
have the right to do what they want to do on
this.”

I just can’t bring myself to endorse Chris-
goddamn-Christie, though. What strange times
we live in, dear reader. a

U
S Attorney General Jeff Sessions has been
sent to the Island of Misfit Toys—there to
spend eternity in limbo, watching a TV that

only plays CNN and wiping his watery eyes. My
phone exploded last week minutes after word
of his resignation hit the air. There was a
popping sound, and conflict mineral
shrapnel flew around the room.

To look cool in front of my
friends, I made some easy digs at
him. “Better lock up the silverware.”
“Too many steps up the Hill, huh?”
“Look out, ladies.” That sort of
thing.

I’ve spent a lot of time in these
pages mocking Sessions and making
fun of his horrible face, but the
truth is I’ve always felt bad for
the little guy. People say he’s
evil incarnate, but I’ve always
seen a frightened, confused man
trying to navigate the eschaton.
Someone once told him the world
was black and white, and it stuck.

When I was a kid in high school, I
once overheard two older boys in the school
courtyard laughing about all the loser freshmen
who hadn’t even smoked pot yet. One of them
scanned the courtyard, and I knew before he saw
me that I was about to become his next victim.
“Look at this guy! You know he’s never smoked
any pot! Haw haw!” Scott walked over to me for
a better look. He slung a thick arm around my
shoulders. “I like you, kid! Haw haw! Let’s go get
high right now!”

My eyes widened. “Isn’t that stuff addictive?”
I asked. Scott just looked at me. This was in
1998. The internet was around, but it was
mostly Star Trek chat rooms and GeoCities. I
say my ignorance was excusable. 

Now thrust yourself way, way back to when
Sessions was a teenage braggart. That would be
somewhere around 1961—about two decades
before the internet was even invented—at
Wilcox Central High in Camden, Ala. Back
then he’d have been lucky to have a decent
library in his shitheel town. Maybe he’d meet
someone special who could introduce him to
novel ideas to throttle his worldview and make
him think a little. More likely—as was clearly
the case—poor Sessions just swallowed
everything he was told and let it settle in over
the next 50 years. One day he picked his head
up and looked around to find the world had
been overrun by hippies and communists. Boys
were dressing like girls and lunatics with PhDs
were saying that marijuana was good for you.

One thing it’s good for is teaching you
empathy, something sorely missed in our culture.
I’ve often wondered if the “paranoia” people feel
on cannabis is just the pressing weight of
empathy. It suddenly drags you kicking and
screaming to an angle where you can see yourself
the way others see you. It can be scary, for sure.
Sessions could probably use some of that. 

It let me see the world the way he does:
tinged with red—bristling with sharp corners
and populated by money-grubbing madmen
willing to throw our country’s youth away for a
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FREE WILL ASTROLOGY | HOROSCOPES BY ROB BREZSNY

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Interior designer
Dorothy Draper said she wished there were a single
word that meant “exciting, frightfully important,
irreplaceable, deeply satisfying, basic and thrilling, all
at once.” I wonder if such a word exists in the
Chamicuro language spoken by a few Peruvians or the
Sarsi tongue spoken by the Tsuu T’ina tribe in Alberta,
Canada. In any case, I’m pleased to report that for the
next few weeks, many of you Aries people will
embody and express that rich blend of qualities. I have
coined a new word to capture it: tremblissimo.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): According to my
astrological intuition, you’re entering a phase when
you will derive special benefit from these five
observations by poet and filmmaker Jean Cocteau. 1)
“There are truths that you can only say after having
won the right to say them.” 2) “True realism consists
in revealing the surprising things that habit keeps
covered and prevents us from seeing.” 3) “What the
public criticizes in you, cultivate. It is you.” 4) “You
should always talk well about yourself! The word
spreads around, and in the end, no one remembers
where it started.” 5) “We shelter an angel within us.
We must be the guardians of that angel.”

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Adolescence used to
be defined as a phase that lasted from ages 13 to 19.
But scientists writing in the journal The Lancet say
that in modern culture, the current span is from ages
10 to 24. Puberty comes earlier now, in part because
of shifts in eating habits and exposure to endocrine-
disrupting chemicals. At the same time, people hold
onto their youth longer because they wait a while
before diving into events associated with the initiation
into adulthood, like getting married, finishing
education and having children. Even if you’re well past
24, Gemini, I suggest you revisit and reignite your
juvenile stage in the coming weeks. You need to
reconnect with your wild innocence. You’ll benefit
from immersing yourself in memories of coming of age.
Be 17 or 18 again, but this time armed with all you
have learned since.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Cancerian baseball
pitcher Satchel Paige had a colorful career
characterized by creative showmanship. On some
occasions, he commanded his infielders to sit down
and loll on the grass behind him, whereupon he struck
out three batters in a row—ensuring no balls were hit
to the spots vacated by his teammates. Paige’s
success came in part because of his wide variety of
tricky pitches, described by author Buck O’Neil as
“the bat-dodger, the two-hump blooper, the four-day
creeper, the dipsy-do, the Little Tom, the Long Tom,
the bee ball, the wobbly ball, the hurry-up ball and the
nothin’ ball.” I bring this to your attention, Cancerian,
because now is an excellent time for you to amp up
your charisma and use all your tricky pitches.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): “Everyone tells a story
about themselves inside their own head,” writes
fantasy author Patrick Rothfuss. “Always. All the time.
We build ourselves out of that story.” So what’s your
story, Leo? The imminent future will be an excellent
time to get clear about the dramatic narrative you
weave. Be especially alert for demoralizing elements
in your tale that may not in fact be true, and that
therefore you should purge. I think you’ll be able to
draw on extra willpower and creative flair if you make
an effort to reframe the story you tell yourself so that
it’s more accurate and uplifting.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): In describing a man she
fell in love with, author Elizabeth Gilbert wrote that he
was both “catnip and kryptonite to me.” If you’ve
spent time around cats, you understand that catnip
can be irresistible to them. As for kryptonite: it’s the
one substance that weakens the fictional superhero
Superman. Is there anything in your life that
resembles Gilbert’s paramour? A place or situation or
activity or person that’s both catnip and kryptonite? I
suspect you now have more ability than usual to
neutralize its obsessive and debilitating effects on
you. That could empower you to make a good decision
about the relationship you’ll have with it in the future.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): “I had to learn very
early not to limit myself due to others’ limited
imaginations,” testifies Libran astronaut Mae Jemison.
She adds, “I have learned these days never to limit
anyone else due to my own limited imagination.” Are
those projects on your radar, Libra? I hope so. You
now have extra power to resist being shrunk or
hobbled by others’ images of you. You also have extra
power to help your friends and loved ones grow and
thrive as you expand your images of them.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): The US is the world’s
top exporter of food. In second place is the
Netherlands, which has 0.4 percent as much land as
the US. How do Dutch farmers accomplish this
miraculous feat? In part because of their massive
greenhouses, which occupy vast areas of non-
urbanized space. Another key factor is their
unprecedented productivity, which dovetails with a
commitment to maximum sustainability. For instance,
they produce 20 tons of potatoes per acre, compared
with the global average of 9. And they do it using less
water and pesticides. In my long-term outlook for you
Scorpios, I see you as having a metaphorical similarity
to Dutch farmers. During the next 12 months, you
have the potential to make huge impacts with your
focused and efficient efforts.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): “The world is
like a dropped pie most of the time,” writes author
Elizabeth Gilbert. “Don’t kill yourself trying to put it
back together. Just grab a fork and eat some of it off
the floor. Then carry on.” From what I can tell about
the state of your life, Sagittarius, the metaphorical pie
has indeed fallen onto the metaphorical floor. But it
hasn’t been there so long that it has spoiled. And the
floor is fairly clean, so the pie won’t make you sick if
you eat it. My advice is to sit down on the floor and
eat as much as you want. Then carry on.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Novelist Anita
Desai writes, “Isn’t it strange how life won’t flow, like
a river, but moves in jumps, as if it were held back by
locks that are opened now and then to let it jump
forward in a kind of flood?” I bring this to your
attention, Capricorn, because I suspect that the locks
she refers to will soon open for you. Events may not
exactly flow like a flood, but I’m guessing they will at
least surge and billow and gush. That could turn out to
be nerve-racking and strenuous, or else fun and
interesting. Which way it goes will depend on your
receptivity to transformation.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): “Miracles come to
those who risk defeat in seeking them,” writes author
Mark Helprin. “They come to those who have
exhausted themselves completely in a struggle to
accomplish the impossible.” Those descriptions could
fit you well in the coming weeks, but with one caveat.
You’ll have no need to take on the melodramatic,
almost desperate mood Helprin seems to imply is
essential. Just the opposite, in fact. Yes, risk defeat
and be willing to exhaust yourself in the struggle to
accomplish the impossible; but do so in a spirit of
exuberance, motivated by the urge to play.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): “Never invoke the
gods unless you really want them to appear,” warned
author G. K. Chesterton. “It annoys them very much.”
My teachers have offered me related advice. Don’t ask
the gods to intervene, they say, until you have done
all you can through your own efforts. Furthermore,
don’t ask the gods for help unless you are prepared to
accept their help if it’s different from what you
thought it should be. I bring these considerations to
your attention, Pisces, because you currently meet all
these requirements. So I say go right ahead and seek
the gods’ input and assistance. a

HOMEWORK: WHAT DO YOU WANT TO BE WHEN YOU

GROW UP? TESTIFY AT FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM.  

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888
or (900) 950-7700.

Receive $10 off your

Purchase of $40 or more!
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General Services

ANGEL’S CLEANING SERVICE
Offering special one time
cleaning for the Holidays. Give
yourself the gift of a really clean
house! Also available, weekly,
twice a month, monthly, or on
call as needed. Moving
cleaning. Windows Call Angel
505-307-0887

Legal Services

CHAPTER 7 BANKRUPTCY
$200 Stop Garnishments FAST.
End Collection Calls. Payment
Plans Available 505-688-0070

START BANKRUTPCY FOR $0.
Lawyer Advertisement. Stop
Wage Garnishment |
Eliminate Your Debts | 100%
Free Consultation – Hurry |
McCookLawFirm.com | (505)
600-2550

Handyman Services

MR. FIX IT ! Think you can fix
ANYTHING? Leaks? Patches?
Inside AND Out? We name it
and you can PAINT IT? Send
your resume to :
designco.jamie@gmail.com 

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Studies

SECONDHAND SMOKE STUDY
The UNM College of Pharmacy
is recruiting non-smokers
currently exposed to

secondhand smoke, 19-50
years old, for a study on a new
risk factor for heart disease.
Two visits (0.5 AND 1 hr) are
needed. You will be
compensated for your time.
Call Meera Shah 505-272-
0578. HRRC #15-033

BACK PAIN STUDY We are
seeking adults with chronic
low back pain. Participants
can earn a $40 gift card for
participation during a single
visit to UNM. Inquire @
rebrand.ly/unm70 or (505)
226-4505

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 223

Employment

Real Estate

Wellness

Licensed Massage

AROMA MASSAGE SPA 505
267 67 82 open 9:AM to
midnight 540 Chama st # 5
albq NM 87108 

MEZMERIZING MASSAGE BY
MISS VIKI Call 505-304-
4121 to schedule Appt. Lic#
1904

w
AUTHENTIC TANTRA
MASSAGE Give yourself

the beautiful gift of authentic
Tantra massage and teaching.
I am a Certified Tantra
Educator, Professional
Massage Therapist,
Relationship Coach and Reiki
Healer. Please call me for
detailed information and
scheduling. Namaste,Julianne
505 920 3083 LMT #2788

Apartments for Rent

FULLY FURNISHED
STUDIOS!!! Cable & Utilities
Included. Low rates. FREE
REWARDS PROGRAM! 505-
225-1216

FURNISHED STUDIO APTS.
Low monthly/weekly rates.
Free utilities. No credit check.
505-225-2673

MOVE IN TODAY! Furnished
Studio Apts w/ all utilities and
cable FREE, No credit check.
Call now 505-226-6932

Houses for Rent

AVAILABLE DECEMBER 1ST
Single occupancy non-smoker.
2 room full bath. Galley

Employment

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH TECH
Desert Hills 5310 Sequoia
Rd NW Albuquerque, NM
87120, USA Behavioral
Health Technician. Full-time-
nights, evenings and
weekend shifts available. No
experience necessary but
preferred. Two week paid
training and signing bonus.

Minimum requirement High
School/GED. Must pass a
physical test, criminal
background and drug screening.
Apply online at
https://www.deserthills-
nm.com/about/careers/ 

Opportunities

w
EASY MONEY You need 1.
a cell phone, 2. to be FED

Body & Soul

UP WITH ROBO-CALLS and 3.
learn how to identify
telemarketers. For more info
www.call-childress.com 505-
433-9823 I SUE
TELEMARKETERS 

WEEKLY ALIBI HAS OVER
175,000 READERS, every
generation, from the Baby
Busters to the Baby Boomers.
Distributed throughout Abq, Rio

Rancho, Corrales, East Mountain,
Bernalillo, Placitas, Santa Fe and
Los Lunas. The Alibi is available
at restaurants, grocery stores,
college campuses, select retailers
and various downtown locations.
Coverage includes politics,
humor, film, opinion, music, art
and the most comprehensive
entertainment guide in Nuevo
Mexico. ¡Arriba!

massage therapy. These
registration numbers are
included in all ads within
category 300. Advertisers in this
category are registered and
licensed by the State of New
Mexico and are trained and
certified for therapeutic
massage. Advertisers in category
300 do not perform sexual
massages. Any concerns
regarding any of the advertisers
in this category should be
directed to: Weekly Alibi.

DOWNTOWN FOOT & BODY
MASSAGE 508 Central SW,
505-730-9552. LMT #5694  

Metaphysical

TAROT/ORACLE READINGS
$45 1st visit if you mention
Alibi. Tammy 505.203.2674

READER NOTICE: The State of
New Mexico Department of
Regulation and licensing
requires registration numbers for
individuals who practice

kitchen. Garage parking.
Washer dryer. Utilities paid. No
charge pets. 505-385-1568 

Rooms/Roommates

Downtown

w
ROOM FOR RENT
rooming house in Barelas

on bus route. 8 rooms share 2

baths and kitchen.
$425/mon, $150 dd. Call
379-1677 for more info. Don’t
text or email!

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221.

Immediately I knew I regretted not saying anything. I

guess it’ll just be one of those missed connections.

I am a Man. I saw a Woman.

Where: Zendo on 9/29/2018.

DESERT MERMAID OF MY DREAMS

You're my hetero soulmate. Who else takes me to

breakfast and cracks open the Alibi to read your

horoscope and the missed connections immediately? 

Thank you for the love and sunshine you bring to my life

when I'm feeling down, and for all the adventures we

embark on.

I am a Woman. I saw a Woman.

Where: .

“...A REALLY GOOD BOOK!”

She saw me standing in line at a coffee shop reading a

book and we kept making eye contact but frantically

looking away.

I didn’t want to assume since she was with friends. It

wasn’t until she walked right by me, smiled, and made

direct and clear eye contact with her deep blue eyes that

I knew she was into me and she said from a distance...

“that’s a really good book”. She proceeded to skip away

with her friends and I scrambled for the chance to catch

her attention once more without losing my place in line

and risk looking like a desperate weirdo... but I only

managed to catch a glimpse of her golden hair shimmer

in the sun. 

Want to change
your drinking?

We are looking for volunteers to 
participate in a research study who 
want to change their drinking with a 

non-medication based treatment. You 
will be paid up to $440 for up to 32 

hours of your time.

Call ABQ TREAT at 505-633-8861 

or email abqtreat@mrn.org.
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by Matt Jones

Across

1 Competition with bonus
questions

9 “Let’s do this!”

14 Buster’s stance, maybe

16 MacGowan of the Pogues

17 “Animal” band whose
name was inspired by In-N-Out
Burger signage

18 Staves (off)

19 Word after fake or spray

20 “Grey’s Anatomy” actress
Ferrer

21 Mid-sized string ensemble

22 “... so long ___ both shall
live”

24 ___ Plaines, Illinois

25 Canadian novelist (and
partner of Margaret Atwood)
Gibson

26 Closes up

28 Jared of “My So-Called
Life”

30 Bluster

31 SFO posting

33 Verbose

35 Comment in a Johnny
Paycheck song title

39 Scans over

40 Copier mishap

42 First (and last) king of
Albania

43 Like 6 and 10

44 Yoke mates

46 Stuttgart sausage

50 Bring by the truckload

52 Former Cambodian premier
Lon ___

54 Disney tune subtitled “A
Pirate’s Life for Me”

55 Cafeteria stack

56 Hill who joined the “SNL”
Five-Timers Club in 2018

58 No-good heap of junk,
euphemistically

59 “Sizwe Banzi is Dead”
playwright Fugard

60 Handel pieces

62 Disney princess from New
Orleans

63 1990s Nintendo cartridge

attachment used for cheat
codes

64 “Melrose Place” actor Rob

65 Pennsylvania Dutch
symbols on barns

Down

1 Airline based in a suburb
called Mascot

2 Anxiety

3 2017 biopic that won a Best
Supporting Actress Oscar

4 West Coast red, briefly

5 Ram

6 “No turn ___”

7 “Night” author Elie

8 Frank who won a Pulitzer for
“How to Succeed in Business
Without Really Trying”

9 Words between a letter and
a word starting with that letter

10 Jim Carrey movie directed
by Ben Stiller

11 Afro-Cuban religious
practice

12 Immediately available, like
video

13 Golden Years resources

15 “The Puzzle Palace” org.

23 Age Bilbo Baggins turns at
the beginning of “The Lord of
the Rings”

25 Morticia’s husband

27 Ending for ham or young

29 Pine product

32 Spicy spread

34 It may be mopped

35 Watch from the bleachers

36 Some Danish cheeses

37 Collapsible wear for some
music fans

38 Word on two Monopoly
spaces

41 Hanukkah centerpiece

45 Generic

47 Rodeo skill

48 Certain winner

49 Cornhole plays

51 Mallorca y Menorca, e.g.

53 Glove material

56 Workout on the streets

57 Pen occupants

61 Washington-based sporting
goods store

©2018 Jonesin’ Crosswords 

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE ARE AVAILABLE ONLINE AT ALIBI.COM

“Free Reign”—another freestyle for everyone.BY RYAN NORTH
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